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CITATTl~

~o

qECOP~

The abbreviations described in thP T;ble 0f Ahhrac
tions which is attached as Appendix I are used wherever
practical in this brief.

The Table of Abbreviations gives t1e

location in the Record by volume and page where the entire
document is found.

Therefore,

if an entire document is relied

upon, no volume or page numbers are cited in the brief.
Where, however, a particular portion of the document is
emphasized, citation is made to the particular volume and
page(s)

in the Record

(~,

v.~~'

P·~~-l.

STATEMENT OF THE NATURE OF THE CASE
The appeal of the CLOVIS BANKS challenges a determination by Seventh Judicial District Judge Boyd Bunnell that
the CLOVIS BANKS have no right to share in ATLAS' net profits
from the SUBJECT CLAIMS.
DISPOSITION OF THE CASE IN THE LOWER COURT
This case is a multi-issue, multi-party, quiet title
action.

It effectively was begun when ATLAS filed its First

Amended Complaint on December 11, 1979.

The Parties included

110 named Defendants; 100 of these,

including the CLOVIS

BANKS, filed responsive pleadings.

A series of settlements,

motions, hearings,

trials and judgments disposed of all

issues, except those between ATLAS and the CLOVIS BANKS.

-1-

~he

CLOVIS BANKS assert as their sole interest in the

'~'.,AI>lS
~

a right to a fractional share of ATLAS' net

from the SUBJECT CLAIMS under the SALES AGREEMENT and

)PERATING AGREEMENT .lf
In its GENERAL PRETRIAL ORDER, entered on April 23,
1982, the Trial Court stated that the "issues [to be deter11ined]

include the validity of those agreements • . .

[and]

whether or not any interest in the SUBJECT CLAIMS continues to
exist under those agreements • .

. "Y

In addition, the NET

PROFITS PRETRIAL ORDER recites that one of the issues to be
decided was whether a perpetual interest in the SUBJECT CLAIMS
·.;as reserved in the agreements.l/
The CLOVIS BANKS were the first to move for summary
judgment on the issues now involved in this appeal.

On

Jecember 3, 1982, they filed the CLOVIS BANKS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION, seeking a declaration that they are the
owners of a perpetual real property interest which continues
to exist and binds ATLAS.JI

Following a hearing on

See CLOVIS BANKS' COUNTERCLAIM.
GFNERAL PRETRIAL ORDER (v.6, p.1021).
NET PROFITS PRETRIAL ORDER (v.10, p.1281) .
(v.11, pp.1292-95).
See
• . See CLOVIS BANKS' MEMORANDUM
olso ATLAS' RESPONSE TO CLOVIS BANKS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT MO~ION.

-2-

December 14, 1982, District Judge Bovr:l B1rnnel l
CLOVIS

BA~IKS'

SU~RY

~enic,r:l

c:-ie

JUDG"IENT c10TI lN. _:__

ATLAS, on January 25, 1Q83, movar:J for a Summarv
Judgment declaring that the interest claimed hv the CLOVIS
BANKS no longer exists.2/

The CLOVIS BANKS objected and

renewed their own motion for summary judgment.2/
Judge Bunnell, at a hearing on February 8, 1983,
granted ATLAS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION and denied CLOVIS
BANKS' RENEWAL OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION •.~/

ATLAS tendered

proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law and judgment and
decree, to which the CLOVIS BANKS objected . ..2./

After taking

the matter under advisement on March 8, 1983,1..Q./ the Trial
Court ruled on those objections on March 15, 1983.111
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

The

(a copy of which is attached to this brief as

Appendix III) was entered in favor of ATLAS on April 1, 1983.ll

2J

See DECEMBER 14 TRANSCRIPT (v.17, pp.2353-58).

_§/

See ATLAS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION.

1/

See CLOVIS BANKS' RESPONSE TO ATLAS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTION and ATLAS' REPLY.

~ Judge Bunnell's oral ruling is in the FEBRUARY 8
TRANSCRIPT (v.18, pp.2394-2404), and that portion of the
transcript is attached as Appendix II to this brief .

See CLOVIS BANKS' OBJECTIONS.
TO OBJECTIONS.

..2./

_lQ_/

See MARCH 8 TRANSCRIPT

111

See RULING ON OBJECTIONS.

ll.I

See SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

See also, ATLAS'

(v.18, p.2429).

-3-

RESPONSE

~'.le

CLOVIS BANKS' MOTION TO AMEND the SUM.."IARY

·.vas denied by order entered on May 16, 1983.W

,'1'

The SUMMARY JUDGMENT provided that the judgment was
·,3

under U.R.C.P. 54 (b) . ..!..!/

l

The CLOVIS BANKS filed their

·l0TICE OF APPEAL from the SUMMARY JUDGMENT on May 24, 1983.
'he NOTICE OF APPEAL also attempted to perfect an appeal from
•1ve interlocutory orders previously entered by the TRIAL

COURT which concerned the calculation of the size and value of
the interest claimed by the CLOVIS BANKS.
July 18, 1983,

However, on

this Court dismissed the appeal as to those

five interlocutory orders.

Therefore, the correctness of the

SUMMARY JUDGMENT is the sole issue now before this Court.
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
ATLAS seeks an aff irmance of the SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
Disagreement with Appellants' Assertions
ATLAS does not agree with the statement of "Facts"
set forth in the CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF, nor does ATLAS agree
with the factual allegations, unsupported by the Record,
~ontained

'

1

in their "Introduction."

The statement of "Facts"

See ATLAS' RESPONSE TO MOTION TO AMEND; CLOVIS BANKS'

REPLY; RULING ON MOTION TO AMEND; and ORDER DENYING MOTION TO

',c·lEND.
l_!,I

SUM..'1ARY JUDGMENT (v. 15, P• 2109) ·

-4-

. mis
. 1 ea d"ing,~
15/ indulges
.
.
.
1
is
in
self-serv1no
soeculation,l::.
is erroneous)..2/ contai:1s facts not in t:lP rp~0rctl2' -lll4

121 ~,

in describing the sale of the SUBJECT CLAI~S to
KERR-McGEE and MERCURY, the CLOVIS BANKS suggest that the
primary consideration for the INTEREST OWNERS was the underta~ings by K~RR-McGEE and MERCURY; the CLOVIS BANKS totally
fail to mention that INTEREST OWNERS received $100,000 in cas!
and a minimum of $50,000 in MERCURY stock .

.1&,/

~. the CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.8-9, asserts that:
The evidence further suggests that both the
existence of proven ore reserves and "the
potential for discovery of a major sized
ore body" to the Southeast of the Bardon
Mine were evident at that time
(i.e.,
before 1960].
~~

To support this assertion, the CLOVIS BANKS speculate that
information in a document found amono the records received bv
ATLAS from CLIMAX entitled "Outline of Property Examination"
dated in 1968 must have been known by KERR-McGEE prior to 1961
because there is no evidence that CLIMAX did any exploration
on its own and, therefore, it must have obtained the data frm
KERR-McGEE.
(CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.9 n.4.)
Lack of
evidence that CLIMAX did work is not evidence that they did
not, in fact, do any work, nor is it evidence to show where
CLIMAX obtained the information.
More importantly, the
"Outline of Property Examination" does nothing to indicate
what KERR-McGEE knew about the SUBJECT CLAIMS eight years
before the document was prepared.

111

~, CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.10:
The Velvet Mine has proven to be the
richest source of high grade uranium ore
in the entire Colorado Plateau region.

The Record is not cited and contains
statement.
While the VELVET MINE is
(including some presently operating)
have produced more pounds of uranium

W

nothing to support this
a good mine, many mines
on the Colorado Plateau
concentrate.

~, seen. 111, supra.
See also the reference at o.4,
n.2 of the CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF to the 1982 Annual Reoort of
ATLAS which is not in the Record.

-s-

'" ·~at are not material,

l:.2./ and is replete with argument

pl concl~sions.1Q/

Consequently, ATLAS submits the following statement
~aterial

facts, with references to the SUMMARY JUDGMENT and

suhstantiating references to the Record; these facts are
sufficient to support the SUMMARY JUDGMENT and have not been
~ontroverted

with competent evidence.
FACTS

On April 18, 1957, the INTEREST OWNERS (MERRILL,
ABERNATHY and MERSFELDER) owned the SUBJECT CLAIMS, subject to
a 10% royalty previously reserved by Harold Bowen, et al.

(the

"BOWEN ROYALTY"), and to certain other payment obligations.
Prior to that date, the INTEREST OWNERS, through their
wholly-owned corporation, N.M.U.C. Mining, Inc., had explored
the SUBJECT CLAIMS for the presence of uranium.11!

The

..!.§!, l1J, and .1:lf, supra. Further, even if
someone "predicted" (see CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.101 the
discovery of the VELVET MINE, that reveals nothing about the
rights and duties of the parties.

.!1.1 ~, see nn .

lQ.I

~' CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.6:
The parties agreed [in the SALES AGREEMENT]
that legal title to the Claims would be
transferred to Kerr-McGee and Mercury
subject to the reservation of the Net
Profits Interest to the Interest Owners.

the parties "agreed" to and what, if anything, was
'reserved" are the legal issues this Court must decide.
21 1 SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2084); McDOUGALD DEPOSITION
111,4, pp.433-37); MERSFELDER DEPOSITION (v.2, pp.229-31);
BOONE DEPOSITION (v.9, pp.1141-43).
~~·r
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ABERNATHY

(who had been

out~:no

invest nothing further.22,'

up "'in "'''"n·

B'Ofnr"' l~""·in:J

1,-,'

1:: 1

,o

MERSFELDER (who was operating the rlrillinq riql
last hole (the "NO. 10 HOLE")

'.JrGD"rt';,
drilled

On!7

and encountered promising

mineralization.23/
After attempting to negotiate several deals with
other parties, on or about April 18, 19'i7, the I'JTEREST OWNERS
entered into the SALES AGREEMENT (a copy of which is
to this brief as Appendix IV)

attache~

with KERR-McGEE and MERCURY.Ii

Pursuant to the SALES AGREEMENT, the JUNE 7 DEED (a copv of
which is attached to this brief as Appendix V) was executed
and delivered to KERR-McGEE and MERCURY;

the purchasers took

title subject to the BOWEN ROYALTY and delivered to the
INTEREST OWNERS $100,000 in cash and 50,000 shares of MERCURY
STOCK guaranteed at $1.00 per share;12/ in addition, the

11,/

ABERNATHY DEPOSITION (v.19, p.2524); MERSFELDER
DEPOSITION (v.2, pp.233, 235-36); BOONE DEPOSITION (v.9,
pp.1142-43) •

w

ABERNATHY DEPOSITION (v.19, p.2524); McDOUGALD DEPOSITION
(v.4, pp.433-37); MERSFELDER DEPOSITION (v.2, op.231-35,
244-45); BOONE DEPOSITION (v.9, pp.1142-431.

1.if

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, o.2084); BOONE DEPOSITION lv.o,
pp.1148-52, 1156-59, 1167-71),; MERSFELDER DEPOSITION (v.2,
pp.248-53); Finding of Fact No. 5, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS lv.13,
pp.1597-98).

12/

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2087); ABERNATHY DEPOSITION
(v.19, p.2475); BOONE DEPOSITION lv.9, o.117S); MERSFELDER
DEPOSITION (v.2, pp.259-60).
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1r; .'IGREEMENT
,1,J1;<

'III

(a copy of which is attached to this brief

was <:xecuted.W

At the time of the negotiation and execution of the
.i?F~MENTS

and the JUNE 7 DEED, all of the parties were

exp<:rienced and knowledgeable in the uranium mining business

3 ~d wer<: represented by counsel.111
On November 5, 1957, MERCURY conveyed all of its
.nterest in the SUBJECT CLAIMS to ANDERSON.~
KERR-McGEE, as Operator under the OPERATING AGREE'1ENT, diligently prosecuted exploration to test the SUBJECT
:LAIMS for the presence of commercial ore deposits.W

'I'his

work resulted in the discovery of commercial ore which
included the NO. 10 HOLE, and KERR-McGEE proceeded to define
ond develop the only ore body indicated by that discovery.l..Q/

26/ SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, pp.2087-88); MERSFELDER
DEPOSITION (v.2, p.259).

121

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2086); MERSFELDER DEPOSITION
l?.2, pp.212-14, 217-21, 247-48, 300, 307, 318); McDOUGALD
DEPOSITION (v.4. pp.432, 436-38, 441-42, 483-84); ABERNATHY
DEPOSITION (v.19, pp.2470-74, 2487-91, 2495-96, 2518-22, 2524,
2133-34).
281
t~e
1

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2088); MERCURY DEED (v.13, at
second and third unnumbered pages between op.1637 and

fi 38 I •

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2088)~ MERSFELDER DEPOSITION
pp.246, 250-51, 263-64, 266, 271-76); McDOUGALD
."i' 1SlTION
(v.4, pp.447-51); Finding of Fact No. 7, YUCCA CASE
n:mrNGS (v.13, p.1598).

~

91

~.

lU/
MERSFELDER DEPOSITION (v. 2, pp. 272-76) ; McDOUGALD
OEPOSITION (v.4, pp.447-51); Finding of Fact Nos. 7 and 11,
1 UCCA CASE FINDINGS
(v.13, pp.1598, 1599); ZITTING-ATLAS
~FFIDA'JI'C' at 'I~ 14-15 (v.13, pp.1590-91).
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In the opinion of KERR-~1cGEE,

that ore bodv ·..,as sufEir::il"nt tn

justify mining, and KERR-c1cGEE,

in :-1a·/ .>f 1G 0,3 3~"cinqoc1

mining of that ore body bv SHATTUCK DE:l~J

en,

t:~p SilA'I'T~Jl

•Jn ]Pr

DENN LEASE •.1!/
A shaft was sunk,

the shaft and mine

"BARDON MINE" or the "BARDON SHAFT")

(called the

were equipoed, and

production capability of 25 tons of ore per dav was achieved
in February of 1959.l1/

Mining continued until December of

1960 .J.1/
On July 12, 1960, YUCCA initiated the YUCCA CASE
seeking a determination of its claimed interest in the SUBJEC~
CLAIMS

.J..!/
On September 16, 1960, SHATTUCK DENN notified

KERR-McGEE of its desire to abandon and on November 14, 1960,
quitclaimed the SUBJECT CLAIMS to KERR-McGEE and ANDERSON.121

1lJ

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2088); McDOOGALD DEPOSITION
(v.4, p.451); SHATTUCK DENN LEASE (v.13, pp.1638-39); Finding
of Fact Nos. 6, 7 and 11, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS (v.13, pp.159899).

l1/

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2088); Finding of Fact No. 11,
YUCCA CASE FINDINGS (v.13, p.1599); HAYES-SPROULS LETTER;
ATLAS' RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION (v.10, p.1256);
ZITTING-ATLAS AFFIDAVIT at ~· 14-15 (v.13, po.1590-91).

llJ

Finding of Fact Nos. 6, 7, 9 and 11, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS
(v.13, pp.1598-99); HAYES-SPROULS LETTER; ZITTING-ATLAS
AFFIDAVIT at n 14-15 (v.13, pp.1590-91); DEARTH AFFIDAVIT at
•• 11-12 (v.13, p.1579); SEPTEMBER 16 LETTER; DECEMBER 19
LETTER.

J..!/

Finding of Fact No. 1, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS
pp.1596-97).

12/

SUMMARY JUDGMENT
SHATTUCK DENN DEED.

(v.13,

(v.15, p.2089); SEPTEMBER 16 LETTER;

-9-

KERR-McGEE concluded that all ore that could be
,, '"'·:ally produced from the BARDON MINE had been mined, and
·~

rhe

3 bandon

INTSREST OWNERS written notice of its desire to
the mine on December 19, 1960.W

The INTEREST OWNERS

1Jid not exercise their right to acquire the BARDON MINE.12./

On December 29, 1960, ANDERSON conveyed all its
interest in the SUBJECT CLAIMS to KERR-McGEE.~
KERR-McGEE performed additional exploration activity
in an unsuccessful attempt to discover another commercial ore
body.22./

KERR-McGEE abandoned the BARDON MINE, removed the

surface facilities and liquidated the assets . .!Q/

The mine

workings filled with water and could have been of no use in
the development or mining of any other ore body.ill

~

DECEMBER 19 LETTER.

]21

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2089); OPERATING AGREEMENT at
Section V (v.13, pp.1550-51); DECEMBER 27 LETTER; JANUARY 3
LETTER.

]l/

ANDERSON DEED; Finding of Fact No. 8, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS
(v.13, p.1598) .

.)11 ZITTING-ATLAS AFFIDAVIT at II 15 (v.13, pp.1590-91);
l.ITTING-CLOVIS BANKS AFFIDAVIT at II 6 (v.14, p.1857).
4 o,

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, pp. 2089-90); Finding of Fact
9, 11-13, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS (v.13, pp.1598-99);
J»tHJl°\RY 3 LETTER; DEARTH AFFIDAVIT at n 11-12, 16 (v.13,
uo.1579-80); HAYS-SPROULS LETTER.
k,s,

i_l/

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2090); DEARTH AFFIDAVIT at II 16
(v.13, p.1580); DIXON AFFIDAVIT.
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KERR-McGEE did no wore; -in t'.le sr_:sJECT C'.,Af\15 ;ifter
December 31, 191J2. 4 2
Between November Ui, l'l60 nnd >la·; l 3,

i

'lfi4,

KERR-McGEE and SHATTUCK DENN mane a final accountinq to t1e
INTEREST OWNERS disclosing that there were no profits to
share •.il/

The INTEREST OWNERS challenqen this accountino on

May 12, 1964 by a cross-claim in the YUCCA CASE, alleging
they were entitled to net prof its from the BARDON MINE .
The INTEREST OWNERS did not,

t~a'

.iii

in the YUCCA CASE, claim that

KERR-McGEE had any obligation to explore or mine further or t:i
continue any operations on their behalf.-121
The Court in the YUCCA CASE found that SHATTUCK DENN
had completed the development and exploration work; that
KERR-McGEE and SHATTUCK DENN had made their final accounting
to the INTEREST OWNERS; that KERR-McGEE and SHATTUCK DENN had
complied with all of the terms and conditions of the OPERATING
AGREEMENT; that there were no profits to be shared with the

J1../

Answer to Interrogatory No. 10, KERR-McGEE INTERROGATORY
ANSWERS (v.13, pp.1613-14) .

.ilf

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2090); Finding of Fact Nos. 12
and 13, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS (v.13, p.1599); Answer to
Interrogatory Nos. 1-4, KERR-McGEE INTERROGATORY ANSWERS
(v.13, pp.1611-12); Answer to Interrogatory Nos. 1-4, SHATTUC<
DENN INTERROGATORY ANSWERS (v.13, pp.1616-18).

_i!I

YUCCA CASE CROSSCLAIM
No. 1, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS

(v.13, pp.1625-261; Finding of Fae'
(v.13, pp.1596-97).

_121 SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2090); YUCCA CASE CROSSCLAIM
(v.13, pp.1621-26); STATEMENTS OF ISSUES.
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, r:c;T

OWNERS; and that the INTEREST OWNERS were not entitled
~lief

against KERR-McGEE, SHATTUCK DENN or ~RCURY.~

On i1ay 25, 1967, and during the pendency of the YUCCA
ABERNATHY conveyed his interest in the SUBJECT CLAIMS
3 ~u assigned his causes of action in the YUCCA CASE to the

:LO'lIS BANKS.£/
Also during the pendency of the YUCCA CASE, in 1963,
'!CA acquired the SUBJECT CLAIMS with other property, subject

:o an Option to Reacquire held by KERR-McGEE.~

On

December 7, 1970, KERR-McGEE quitclaimed the SUBJECT CLAIMS to
FOOTE, the successor of VCA, specifically relinquishing its
Jption to Reacquire

.i2./

On June 30, 1973, FOOTE leased the SUBJECT CLAIMS,
and other property, to ATLAS;2.Q/ and on January 26, 1977,
'00TE quitclaimed the SUBJECT CLAIMS to ATLAS.2.l/

46 1

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, pp.2090-91); Finding of Fact
11-13 and Conclusion of Law Nos. 1 and 2, YUCCA CASE
FINDINGS (v.13, p.1599); YUCCA CASE JUDGMENT (11.13, p.1628).
~os.

41_/ ABERNATHY DEED; ABERNATHY ASSIGNMENT. These instruments
were given by ABERNATHY to the CLOVIS BANKS pursuant to an
agreement providing that all property of ABERNATHY (with
3pecified exceptions) was to be transferred to the CLOVIS
BANKS in satisfaction of a judgment on a debt. ABERNATHY:LOVIS BANKS AGREEMENT (v.13, pp.1570-72).

•a'
u

7

SU~.MARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2091); DAVISON MEMO (11.16,
(v.13, p.1671).

220); KERR-McGEE DEED

J4

!\ERR-McGEE DEED; DAVISON MEMO (v.16, p.2220).
FOOTE LEASE.

L!
~hat

FOOTE DEED.
The CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.57-58 asserts
"
. ATLAS apparently paid nothing for the Claims . .

':on' t. \
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decline and other workings and f3cili~ies

r~ll

referred to

herein as the "VELVET MINE"), from w'iich there has be<>n
continuous production since November of 1979.21/
The VELVET MINE ore body is separate and distinct
from the BARDON MINE ore body, and there is no connection
between the workings of the two mines.2.11
ARGUMENT
THE SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE AFFIRMED BECAUSE THERE ARE NO
GENUINE ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT AND BECAUSE ATLAS rs ENTITLED
TO JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW.

I.

ATLAS HAS NO OBLIGATION TO SHARE PROFITS WITH THE CLOVIS
BANKS BECAUSE FULL PERFORMANCE OF THE AGREEMENTS
DISCHARGED THAT OBLIGATION MANY YEARS AGO.
The AGREEMENTS established a mining venture for the

purpose of exploring, and,
the SUBJECT CLAIMS.

if warranted, developing and mining

The AGREEMENTS set in motion a chain of

events commencing with exploration and concluding with the
without giving any citation to the Record.
ATLAS did give
consideration for the lease and conveyance.

go~

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2092); DEAR'I'H AFFIDAVIT at
1111 8, 12, 14-16 (v.13, pp.1579-80); DEARTH DEPOSITION (v.7,
pp.1033-35, 1038-39, 1046-49, 1055); LAHUSEN .~_FFIDAVIT (v .11,
p.1582); DIXON AFFIDAVIT (v.12, pp.1454-55).

21_/

2.li

SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2092); DEARTH AFFIDAVIT at
Ill! 13, 15 and 16 (v.7, pp.1579-80); LAHUSEN AFFIDAVIT at.,
(v.13, p.1582); DIXON AFFIDA'/IT (v.12, pp.1454-55).
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; 'JP of mining operations.

Pursuant to the AGREEMENTS,

·ition commenced in 1957, and commercial ore was
~, )', J'iered,

developed, mined, and exhausted between 1957 and

KERR-McGEE performed all of the obligations of the

~;bl.

\GREF.MENTS.

These AGREEMENTS have no further purpose, and all

eights and obligations thereunder have been extinguished and
~ischarged.

A.

The CLOVIS BANKS' Predecessor in 1957 Conveyed to
KERR-McGEE and MERCURY all of His Right, Title and
Interest in the SUBJECT CLAIMS, Subject Only to the
Performance of Certain Obligations Provided in the
AGREEMENTS.
The CLOVIS BANKS go to great lengths in their brief

to suggest that the right to share in net profits was a typic1l reservation of a mineral or similar real property interest
in the SUBJECT CLAIMS; that this net profits interest was the
sole, or at least the primary, consideration for the conveyance; and that the interest has well-recognized attributes,
including perpetual duration.
~adly

In fact, these allegations

distort the transaction.
The SALES AGREEMENT was a contract between KERR-McGEE

and MERCURY and the INTEREST OWNERS for the purchase and sale
if

the SUBJECT CLAIMS .2!/

The SALES AGREEMENT provided that,

See SALES AGREEMENT at 1st full 11 on p.2:

(con'

t.)

WHEREAS, Sellers are desirous of selling to
Buyers all their said undivided right,
title and interest in and to said claims
and Buyers are willing to purchase the same

-14-

......
upon delivery of the JU'lE

7

DEED, '\ERP-'h::GEE

1nCJ '1EJ:{CJRY ·,10 .,

assume the burden of thC> 1'1'1; 30WEN C<O?'\L"'Y .sr. ·
a very substantial cash payment to the
then unproven claims.2§/

IT~":FES:'

1

n·1 ·.vn•il

! •n.,

''lWNERS "·'.lr

In addition, following the delivC>r·•

of the JUNE 7 DEED, as further consideration for the sal<" and
purchase, KERR-McGEE and MERCURY were to pC>rform certain
affirmative obligations leading to the development of the
SUBJECT CLAIMS.22/

The parties to the SALES AGREEMENT agrC>ed

to " • . • execute an agreement with respect to Buyers'
operations on said claims • . . . " and provided that such
agreement was attached to the SALES AGREEMENT and made a part
thereof for all purposes.W

That agreement was the OPERATING

AGREEMENT.22/

subject to the terms, conditions, and
provisions herein provided.
(v.13, p.1537.)
See also SALES AGREEMENT at Sections 5 and 9 (v.13,
pp.1539-40, 1542-43).

22./

See SALES AGREEMENT at Section 4 (v.13, p.1539).

2§/ $50,000 in cash to be paid by KERR-McGEE, $50,000 in cas\
to be paid by MERCURY and 50,000 shares of MERCURY common
stock, guaranteed at $1.00 per share, to be delivered by
MERCURY. See SALES AGREEMENT at Section 3 (v.13, pp.1538-39).

22/

Judge Bunnell expressed this point in his ruling in the
FEBRUARY 8 TRANSCRIPT (v.18, p.23951.

2§/

See SALES AGREEMENT at SC>ction 8 (v.13, o.15421.

W

See Judge Bunnell's explanation in the FEBRUARY 8
TRANSCRIPT (v.18, p.2395).

-ls-

".'he INTSREST OWNERS did not reserve or carve out a
,",1nrling, independent royalty or other perpetual interest
- c

''1"y sold the SUBJECT CLAIMS.

Instead, the JUNE 7 DEED

_;ntained the following language:
This conveyance is made subject to the
terms, covenants and conditions contained
in that certain agreement dated the 18th
day of April, 1957, by and between the
parties hereto._§_Q/
The JUNE 7 DEED says nothing about the INTEREST
OWNERS' rights to share profits.

Moreover, when one peruses

:he SALES AGREEMENT, to which the JUNE 7 DEED refers, and the
JPERATING AGREEMENT, to which the SALES AGREEMENT refers, one
cannot find any "reserved" royalty or any other interest.
Instead, one finds that the provisions covering profit sharing
1re inseparable from the rest of the AGREEMENTs •..§1./
chance to share profits does not stand alone.

The

It is in no way

independent of the AGREEMENTS.
Upon the consummation of the purchase and sale of the
SUBJECT CLAIMS, the INTEREST OWNERS were entitled to receive
$100,000 in cash, $50,000 worth of stock and to enforce the
performance of all the terms of the OPERATING AGREEMENT so
long as it remained in effect. However, once the OPERATING
\GREEMENT expired, terminated, or was fully performed, the

~,

JUNE 7 DEED (v.13, p.1533).

g;

See SALES AGREEMENT at Section 6 (v.13, 1540-41);
'lPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III (v.13, pp.1548-49).
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in ATLAS' profits one

:nus~

AGREEMENT to ascertain

·~:1e

look, first,

t:o

t'lo

>PERATT'lG

performance to which t"ie INTERES"'

OWNERS were entitled and, second, to the undisputed facts to
ascertain whether the INTEREST OWNERS received the performance
to which they were entitled . .il/
B.

The AGREEMENTS Were Limited in Duration to the Time
for Performance of Obligations Undertaken Therein.
The AGREEMENTS are not perpetual; they are limited

duration.

t,,

The OPERATING AGREEMENT contains two kinds of

limitations which would determine their otherwise indefinite
duration.

The first limitation is found in Section I of t1e

OPERATING AGREEMENT . ..§l/

Had the United States or some rival

locator otherwise obtained a determination that the

SUBJEC~

CLAIMS were invalid, the duration of the AGREEMENTS would hav!
been determined.

All further rights thereunder would have

been extinguished, and all obligations would have been
discharged, even though KERR-McGEE might not have commenced
exploration or otherwise performed any or all of the obligations under the OPERATING AGREEMENT .

...§1./ Judge Bunnell articulated point w<>ll in his or:ll r'Jli:1g
in the FEBRUARY 8 TRANSCRIPT (v.19, pp.2395-96).
_ill

See OPERATING AGREEMENT at S<>ction I

-1 ..,_

!v.13, !J.lS47l.

The 3econd

li~itation

is performance.

At any time

1·c:"s 1 oC:Jligations are fully performed, the AGREEMENTS

no :Jrther purpose, and the parties have no further
_ 1

i~ts or obligations under the AGREEMENTS.W
1.
The purpose of the AGREEMENTS was to create
a mining venture, and the duration of the AGREEMENTS,
though originally indefinite, becomes definite upon
the occurrence or non-occurrence of specified
conditions orecedent.

The AGREEMENTS themselves provide many limitations on
':heir duration.£2/

The TRIAL COURT properly reached this

conclusion upon a construction of the AGREEMENTS themselves,
•ithout reference to any extrinsic evidence.~
The purpose of the SALES AGREEMENT was to provide for
:he purchase and sale of the SUBJECT CLAIMS. Because the pur:xise of the OPERATING AGREEMENT was to govern the performance
Jy KERR-McGEE and MERCURY thereafter,22/ it is the performance

the obligations under the OPERATING AGREEMENT that

of

:etermines the duration.

~ 11

Pacific-Wvorning Oil Co. v. Carter Oil Co., 226 P.2d 193
SA A. Corbin, The Law of Contracts § 1230 (1964),
(Second) of Contracts, § 234 (1981).

:/'10. 1924);
~,S'.s_tatement
1

See SUMMARY
0

\'IS•~:U?T

JUDGMENT~

40 (v.15, pp.2098-99).

(v.18, pp.2396-2400).

FEBRUARY 8

Id.
f:,-,

SALES AGREEMENT at Section 8 (v.13, p.1542); See
3 TRANSCRIPT (v.18, pp.2394-96).

~SBRUARY
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McGEE, as Operator._ig_
defines the only obligation of KERR-McGEE and ~ERCURY ~o sh 3 r=
net profits with the INTEREST OWNERS, and SECTION III shows
that the obligations of KERR-McGEE were sequential and
conditional, not absolute.

KERR-McGEE's duty to perform at

each step depended on whether the condition immediatelv
preceding the duty had been satisfied.i1.f

If the condition

precedent failed, KERR-McGEE's obligations were discharged
completely.

If the condition precedent was satisfied, KERR-

McGEE was obliged to perform further.
Taking the first step was KERR-McGEE's only
unconditional obligation.

KERR-McGEE agreed unconditionally

to explore the SUBJECT CLAIMS sufficiently, in its opinion, to
test them adequately for the presence of commercial ore
deposits . .2.Q/

w

If KERR-McGEE performed its step-one exploration

See OPERATING AGREEMENT at p.l, final ~,, and Section II
•

(v.13~p.1546-47)

In Section III of the OPERATING AGREEMENT each obligatior.
is to be performed "in the event of," or "from and after the
time" or "after" a specified preceding condition has been
satisfied (v.13, pp.1548-49) .

..§21

.2.Q/

OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III (v.13, p.1548):

(con' t.)

It is understood and agreed that Kermac
(KERR-McGEE), as Operator, at its sole cost
and expense, with reasonable diligence will
commence and diligently prosecute exploration and other activities and operations
upon the lands covered by said claims
sufficient in its opinion to adequately

-19-

,,1tl')ns,

KERR-~cGEE

1

completely performed the OPERATING AGREE:-IENT.

~ave

been discharged, because step two was to be

'1'!<"

,J ~,j

h 1Jt discovered no commercial ore,

It

'"' Enrmed only upon the condition that commercial ore was
3iscovered.2l/
'<\c:GEE.

There was nothing further required of KERR-

However, if the step-one exploration resulted in the

discovery of commercial ore, KERR-McGEE was required to take
otep two:

to define and develop the ore body indicated by the

discovery.
If the definition and development did not result in a
sommercially attractive ore body, KERR-McGEE was not obliged
co proceed further because step three was to be undertaken
,:mly upon the condition that KERR-McGEE satisfied itself that
the ore body was commercially viable.ill

However, if the

test the same for the presence of
commercial ore deposits • .
OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III (v.13, p.1548):
In the event of the discovery of commercial
ore Operator shall proceed to define and
develop the ore body indicated
thereby. .

See Judge Bunnell's explanation in the FEBRUARY 8 TRANSCRIPT
(•1.18, pp.2396-97).
OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III (v.13, p.1548):

':on' t.)

and in the event the same shall be a
commercial ore body in Operator's opinion
sufficient to reasonably justify the mining
thereof, Operator, upon the completion of
defining and developing the ore body, with
reasonable diligence shall commence preparations for mining and for sinking a shaft and

-20-

performance of step two defined

.3

":"'1~ci<'r:;

1;

lin

~.vi

shaft and equip it, as steo three.
If step three did not resul• in production of at
least 25 tons of ore per day, KERR-McGEE was not obliged to
proceed to step four, the calculation of net profits.
Calculation of net profits depended upon achieving 25 tons
day capability.1.l/

Per

If step three resulted in production

capability of 25 tons of ore per day, KERR-McGEE was obliged
to determine the net profits, if any, and was permitted to
retain any net profits to a specified level.

with reasonable diligence will sink or cause
to be sunk at a location to be determined by
Operator a shaft, to a depth to mine said
ore body, including the necessary equipment
to sink and equip said shaft.

1.lf

OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III (v.13, p.1548):
It is understood and agreed that from and
after the time when the initial shaft
and/or mine shall have been equipped by
Operator to provide a capability for mining
and producing twenty-five (25) tons or more
of ore per day all other costs and expense
incurred for the exploration, drilling,
development, mining, operation and overhead
of said mining claims shall be charged in
accordance with the provisions hereof
against the proceeds derived from
production from said claims and shall be
taken into account in determining net
profits therefrom for the purpose of
ascertaining Interest Owners' participation
therein as hereinafter set forth . . . .

See Judge Bunnell's explanation in the FEBRUARY 8
V.18 I P• 2397) •
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T~~NSCRI?~

If the retained net profits did not exceed a total of
r;o
lat~
o~l:ged

?~~3 150%

of the costs and expenses incurred prior to

0f 25 tons per day capability, KERR-McGEE was not
to share profits, because profit sharing depended on

satisf1ing that preceding condition.1.!/

Only if the

performance of step four resulted in the recovery of the
soecif ied amounts, was KERR-McGEE obliged to take step five
3nd share the net profits with the INTEREST OWNERS.

Thus the OPERATING AGREEMENT set forth five distinct
steps leading to the possible development of a mine.

i4/

KERR-

OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III (v.13, p.1549):
It is further understood that after Kermac
and Mercury shall have received out of the
net profits from all ores mined, produced,
saved and sold from said claims a sum which
shall be equal to 100% of One Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($150,000) and 150% of all
costs and expenses incurred by Kermac and
Mercury in connection with the exploration,
drilling, and development of said claims
and the sinking and construction of said
initial shaft, and reimbursement to Kermac
and Mercury for all costs and expenses of
equipping and developing said mine after
completion of said shaft and prior to said
date when the capability for mining and
producing 25 tons of ore per day shall have
been established as aforesaid, then Kermac
and Mercury and Interest Owners shall share
the net profits from all ores mined, after
reimbursement to Kerrnac and Mercury of all
costs and expenses of exploration, drilling, development, mining, operation and
overhead of-said claims as follows, to wit:
Interest Owners . . Forty (40) percent
Kermac . . . . . . . Thirty (30) percent
Mercury . . . . . . Thirty (30) percent
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McGEE's obligation to oerform the 'l<'>x': '3t"ci, Jnrl t1<0 T'l"'SREs~
OWNERS' right to insist uoon p<0rfor11an~~, «>ro r:0n•inoont
satisfaction of the preceding condition.

T"" c1i1, 1 rc0 Gf

,,,

condition precedent eliminated the INTEREST 0WNERS' chanc"

c,

share profits.
Other provisions in the OPERATING AGREEMENT would
have the same effect of relieving the parties of further
rights and obligations.

Section v of the OPERATING

AGREEMENT required that once a mine was established, KERRMcGEE and MERCURY could not abandon it without the consent
of the INTEREST OWNERS or without first offering to sell the
mine to them ..22/

The INTEREST OWNERS could ourchase the

mine or they could decline to do so.

In either case,

nothing further would remain to be done.2.~/ and the

121

See OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section v (v.13, o.1551).

]j_/ The CLOVIS BANKS' attack on the finding of the Trial
Court that the abandonment of the BARDON MINE terminated the
OPERATING AGREEMENT seems to misunderstand what Judge Bunnell
did.
(See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.28-30). All obligations,
other than those pertaining to the BARDON MINE, had been
satisfied.
(See the ZITTING-ATLAS AFFIDAVIT (v.13,
pp.1590-91)) ,-which shows that although an attempt was made,
no additional ore bodies were found.
Those remaining
obligations under the OPERATING AGREEMENT were performed when
the BARDON MINE was abandoned in accordance with Section V.
Judge Bunnell spells this out in Finding of Fact No. 30 in t'i~
SUMMARY JUDGMENT (v.15, p.2093):

Upon such abandonment the OPERATING
AGREEMENT would terminate at the very least
with respect to the operations abandoned,
and when the operations abandonen are the
only operations undertaken, the OPERATING
AGREEMENT terminates in its entirety.

-23-

'_~,,~I'1G .'.GREE'1ENT would be fully performed.221

Section VI of the OPERATING AGREEMENT required that
"-'1cGEE and MERCURY obtain the consent of or offer the
B~ECT

CLAIMS to the INTEREST OWNERS before "dropping" them

f3iling to perform the annual assessment work.~

!;'!

Once a

:laim was offered to the INTEREST OWNERS, KERR-McGEE and
~ERCURY

had no further obligation with respect to that claim,

whether or not the claim was conveyed to MERRILL, ABERNATHY
3nd/or MERSFELDER or whether or not it was permitted to lapse.
2.
The obli9ations to share profits and all
other obl1gat1ons under the AGREEMENTS were fully
performed, and those AGREEMENTS are therefore no
longer in effect.
The uncontested evidence presented to the Trial Court
establishes that KERR-McGEE and MERCURY did exactly and

77 1 Because the mine was owned by KERR-McGEE and MERCURY,
Section V contemplated a conveyance if the mine was acquired
bv MERRILL, ABERNATHY and/or MERSFELDER. If the INTEREST
OWNERS did not acquire the mine, no convevance from the
I~TEREST OWNERS was required because they had no interest
which necessitated a conveyance. If MERSFELDER had acquired
the BARDON MINE in 1961 it would have belonged to him, and
nothing in the OPERATING AGREEMENT would have obligated him in
any way to KERR-McGEE, MERCURY, MERRILL and/or ABERNATHY.
79/ See OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section VI (v.13, pp.1551S2). The CLOVIS BANKS argue that Section VI amounts to an
express method of termination which negates "any implied
~~thod of termination."
CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.31.
~e~tion VI has nothing to do with termination.
If KERR-McGEE
"od discovered commercial ore, it could not excuse itself from
tormance by invoking Section VI. The CLOVIS BANKS again
'2em to confuse the issue.
CLOVIS BANKS have no right to
0hare in ATLAS' profits not because of any affirmative act to
t~rminate an existing agreement, but because the AGREEMENTS
•ere fully performed and all rights and duties discharged.
,

0

,

0
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ore body; defined and develop"'d t'-12t in"-,
body sufficient to justify mining; sunk

l

3n~

~smTTierr::i

3 1

, 1 ,-"

equioced the

BARDON SHAFT and achieved 25-ton per day capability; mined t'.'
SUBJECT CLAIMS, but did not recoup all of the sums to which
they were entitled under Section III of the OPERATING
AGREEMENT; offered the mine to the INTEREST OWNERS and,
the offer was not accepted, abandoned the mine.

wlie~

Thev wound

all operations; liquidated the assets of the venture; made

uc
3

final accounting to the INTEREST OWNERS; and finally they
walked away, thereby concluding the mining venture and fullv
performing and discharging the AGREEMENTS.
Exploration and discovery are established.
~RSFELDER

described extensive drilling which he did in 1957

and 1958 for KERR-McGEE and SHATTUCK DENN.~/

William

McDougald, the consulting geologist on the ground, told of the
drilling of many holes and of the discovery and develocment of
a commercial ore body.~
Thereafter, KERR-McGEE sunk a shaft and mined the or 0
body.

Richard'!'. Zitting, who was manager of Mineral

Exploration for KERR-McGEE from 1957 to lg67, stated:

~/

MERSFELDER DEPOSITION (v.2, pp.250-51, 272-76, 488-39\.

~

McDOUGALD DEPOSITION (v.4, pp.447-51, 481-89).
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4 .. After KERR-:-McGEE and MERCURY acquired
heir interest in the SUBJECT CLAIMS I
i[ec~ed an exploration program in the
vicinity of the drilling operations conducted by the INTEREST OWNERS and their
predecessors in an attempt to delineate a
commercial ore body in that vicinity.
Through this exploration activity, KERRMcGEE delineated the ore body which was
subsequently mined by . . . SHATTUCK
DENN . . . by using the Bardon Shaft.
15. Although I directed additional
exploration activity on the SUBJECT CLAIMS
in an attempt to discover an additional ore
body, KERR-McGEE did not find a commercial
ore body on the SUBJECT CLAIMS other than
the ore body mine~ by SHATTUCK DENN through
the Bardon Shaft.--11
KERR-McGEE did not recover out of net profits the
costs to which it and MERCURY were entitled.

KERR-McGEE's

accounting demonstrated that there were no profits to share,
and the INTEREST OWNERS focused on that matter.~
~9h4

On May 12,

the INTEREST OWNERS filed a crossclaim against KERR-McGEE

in the YUCCA CASE praying for

. a complete accounting of the mining
operation and construction of the contract
of April 18, 1957, for the purpose of
determining whether or not these defendants
are entitled to any moneys and, if it is
determined that they are entitled to money
that judgment be entered accordingly • . . . ~

ZTTTING-ATLAS AFFIDAVIT (v.13, pp.1589-91).
Answer to Interrogatories Nos. 1-2, KERR-McGEE
INTERROGATORIES (v.13, pp.1611-12); Answer to
Inrerrogatories Nos. 1-2, SHATTUCK DENN ANSWERS TO
l'lcERROGATORIES (v.13, pp.1616-17).
~ee

·'"~WE~TO

3J'

YfJCCA C.i\SE CROSSCLAIMS (v.13, op.1625-26).
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OWNERS, sent

3

joint letter to ,!,1dge F. >l. '<oO'_,,r

his June 26, 1967 Order in the YUCCA CASE.-~.::!/

t'ur.cou. 1 ~>

This lettor

stated that the date the BARDON :-1INE reached the capabilitv 'c
produce 25 tons of ore per day was February 16, lqs9, that thP
costs incurred prior to that date were $758,755.33 and the net
income from that date to the conclusion of the BARDON MINE
operation was $758,810.27.~
KERR-McGEE filed Answers to Interrogatories
propounded by ABERNATHY and MERRILL in the YUCCA CASE and
stated that KERR-McGEE did not then

(January 11, 1967) own the

SUBJECT CLAIMS; that KERR-McGEE had not mined any ores from
the SUBJECT CLAIMS since December 31, 1962; and that
We {i.e., KERR-McGEE] do not know of any
persons, firms or corporations who have
worked the same since that date.~
The YUCCA CASE FINDINGS, entered September 30, 1968,
included the following Findings of Fact:
6.
On May 5, 1958, Kerr-McGee and
Anderson Development Corporation, which was
then the successor in interest to
Mercury . . . , as lessors, and Shattuck

_§_!/

The HAYS-SPROULS LETTER was part of the evidence on whict
the YUCCA CASE FINDINGS were based.
YUCCA CASE FINDINGS
(v.13, p.1596).

~

HAYS-SPROULS LETTER (v.8, pp.1104-0Sl.

Answer to Interrogatory Nos. 5-10, KERR-McGES
INTERROGATORY ANSWERS (v.13, pp.1611-14).

~
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Denn Mining Corporation, as lessee, entered
into an instrument entitled "Mining Lease
~greement" under which instrument Shattuck
Denn Mining Corporation was granted and
assumed the operation of the mining claims.
7.
Shattuck Denn Mining Corporation
subsequently assigned its interest in the
mining lease agreement to Shattuck Denn
Company, its wholly-owned subsidiary, which
then became the actual operator of the
mining claims, completed the exploration
and development work on the claims and
produced ore which it sold to Kerr-McGee.
8.
Kerr-McGee ultimately acquired all of
the rights of Anderson Development Company
in and to the mining claims and the
Operating Agreement of April 18,
1957 . .
9.
On or prior to December 31, 1960
Shattuck Denn and Kerr-McGee ceased operation on the mining claims . .
11. Kerr-McGee and Shattuck Denn complied
with each and all of the terms and conditions of the operating agreement, including
the preparation and submission to Interest
Owners of progress reports required by the
operating agreement.
12. Kerr-McGee and Shattuck Denn made
their books and records available to
Interest Owners for their examination and
thereby rendered an accounting to them
pursuant to court order made herein on
May 12, 1966.
13. After payment to Kerr-McGee of all
amounts to which it was entitled under the
terms of paragraph III of the operating
agreement there were no net orofits to be
divided among the Interest Owners and KerrMcGee under the terms of the operating
agreement. To the contrary, the operation
resulted in a loss.
'~~

tne following Conclusion of Law:
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2.
None oE the Interest Owners .
on
account oE the respective crns3 cl3i~s
filed herein bv the Interest Owner3 is
entitled to 3n~ monetarv award nr anv othP•
or different judgment or relief 3aa1nst
Kerr-McGee, Shattuck Denn or '1erc'1rv.-22 1
KERR-McGEE took the necessary steps to abandon
mine.

th~

On September 16, 1960, SHATTUCK DENN wrote KERR-McGEE:
Shattuck Denn Company, because of the lack
of further known commercial ore near the
Bardon Shaft on the Velvet claims, now
desires to abandon the premises as set
forth in Paragraph 9 of our Agreement with
you dated May 5, 1958.
The entire area
covered by the lg§7e is the area to be
abandoned • • • . ~
On December 19, 1960, KERR-McGEE wrote the

INTERES~

OWNERS and, after making reference to the OPERATING AGREEMENT,
said:
Pursuant to Article V of said Operating
Agreement, notice is hereby given to you
that Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc. and
Anderson Development Corporation by mutual
agreement now desire to abandon the mine
and the workings in connection therewith
located on and servicing that part (said
part being the area desired to be abandoned) of the lands covered by the abovedescribed claims more particularly
described as follows:
[Description omitted. J
Under the provisions of Article v, you, as
Interest Owners, have fifteen (15) days to
give notice of your desire to acquire
Operator's and Non-Operator's interests in
the said above-described mine and area to

_§]/

YUCCA CASE FINDINGS (v.13, pp.1598-99).

~

SEPTEMBER 16 LETTER (v.13, p.1601).
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be 3bandoned; however, if vou do not wish
to acquire said interest, ~e would aporeci 3te obtaining, as soon as possible,'your
~ritten consent to abandon the mine,
thereby helping to cut the very appreciable
overhead costs presently being incurred in
keeping the mine ooen.~/
The only response to the DECEMBER 19 LETTER was that
c.1de

on December 27, 1960 by MERSFELDER to KERR-McGEE:
I am in a position to take over this
property in my personal interest, however,
I would like to have information on the
exact date you do intend to abandon, and to
what extent.1.Q/
On January 3, 1961, KERR-McGEE wrote MERSFELDER that

the cost of the mine would be approximately $50,000, the value
Jf the salvable material and equipment, stated that the

DECEMBER 27 LETTER was not responsive to the DECEMBER 19
LETTER, and requested an immediate response if MERSFELDER
desired to acquire the BARDON MINE.

In addition, KERR-McGEE

stated that KERR-McGEE and ANDERSON
desire to abandon immediately the mine
property • . . , since we believe that all
ore that can be produced from these
workings has been mined and since the cost
of maintaining the mine in stand-by condition is approximately $1,500 per month.21J
r1ere was no response to the JANUARY 3 LETTER.

DECEMBER 19 LETTER (v.13, pp.1606-07).
9r;

i

91 '

DECEMBER 27 LETTER (v.13, p.1609).
JANUARY 3 LETTER (v.13, p.1609).
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--Albert E. Dearth, a geolrgi3t anrl

?~ 0 sirlP~~ nf

~·!

Minerals when ATLAS acquired title to the s·.m.Js<:'T' c::,,\l'I'.',
stated in 1982:
11. That I am familiar with the mininq
operations conducted on the Velvet Claims
in the late 1950's and early 1960's by
Kerr-McGee Oil Industry, Inc. and the
Shattuck Denn Mining Company, sometimes
referred to as the "Bardon Shaft."
12. That I know that the Bardon Shaft ore
body was mined out several vear before
Coates and Lahusen explored for, and
discovered the ore body now being mined by
Atlas Corporation on the Velvet Claims.
16.
(T)he Bardon Shaft surface plant
facilities were removed many years ago and
the shaft, the drifts and other underground
w~rkings for the ~~7don Shaft have filled
w1 th water • . . • -

The AGREEMENTS provide for a mining venture which
began with the exploration, development, and mining of an ore
body and ended with the winding up of operations.

The

AGREEMENTS set a standard for full performance of affirmative
covenants of the SALES AGREEMENT.

Had KERR-McGEE commenced

exploration and concluded operations without discovering
commercial ore, its affirmative obligation would have been
effectively discharged.

Having found commercial ore and

having developed and mined the ore body, KERR-McGEE oerformed
its obligations. There is nothing in either the SALBS
AGREEMENT or the OPERATING AGREEMENT that reauires the

~

DEARTH AFFIDAVIT (v.13, pp.1579-80).
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,,, ':') resume exploration once the Operator was satisfied
~LlBJECT

1J,

,ice

CLAIMS were sufficiently explored.

The

of events contemplated by the SALES AGREEMENT and the

,f'ER.1\TING AGREEMENT had clearly defined limits.
iLselE provides an end to the sequence.

The language

In order to give the

1;LtWIS BANKS a share of ATLAS' profits the sequence would have
'O

repeat itself, but the AGREEMENTS simply cannot be read to

1a11e required KERR-McGEE in 1957 to embark on a perpetual
~ining
~ine,

venture with endless obligations to explore, develop,
wind up, render accounting, and then explore again, ad

rnfinitum.11/
The INTEREST OWNERS sold the SUBJECT CLAIMS for cash,
for MERCURY stock and for the performance of the OPERATING
AGREEMENT.
for.

They received everything that they bargained

The AGREEMENTS were fully performed and the mining

,1enture was completed.2i/

The CLOVIS BANKS acquired their

W

SUMMARY JUDGMENT at I! 31 (v.15, pp.2094-95); See
FEBRUARY 8 TRANSCRIPT (v.18, pp.2396-97, 2399-2401_)___ Judge
Bunnell's findings are amply supported by the Record. See,
~· SALES AGREEMENT at Sections 5-6 (v.13, pp.1539-41);
OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III (v.13, pp.1548-49);
Findings of Fact Nos. 7, 9, 11 and 12, YUCCA CASE FINDINGS
l?.13, pp.1598-99); ATLAS-ZITTING AFFIDAVIT at 1111 14-15 (v.13,
;:;.1590-91).
94 :

Neither the INTEREST OWNERS nor the CLOVIS BANKS claimed
'!fter the YUCCA CASE that the SUBJECT CLAIMS were not
'~ic,q explored and developed.
(See the YUCCA CASE
~',;SSC LAI MS; STATEMENT OF ISSUES; MERSFELDER DEPOSITION (v. 2,
p, 287).)
Their failure to do is strong evidence that they
believed there were no further obligations. The CLOVIS BANKS
now admit the inactivity from 1961 until ATLAS began
xploration in 1975, and belatedly attempt to claim that thev
:con' t.)
, i

'Jr

0
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claim from ABERNATHY, their financi3ll-; distr<0ssed deotor,-22
ABERNATHY, at a time when t'ie value of .".f1ERN;\';'9'l's r::lalrn
share of KERR-McGEE's profits was .otill i'> litic13c 1 ,,n.
CLOVIS BANKS received only what

ABER~lATYY

han

to giv"',

w,rl

they have no right to share in ATLAS' profits.
C.

The CLOVIS BANKS' ContPntion that their Riaht to
Share Profits Is Peroetual Cannot Be Reconciled witi
the Terms of the AGREEMENTS.
The CLOVIS BANKS present their claims to a share of

ATLAS' profits as if it were a perpetual interest in

are entitled to more than their predecessor bargained for and
accepted. They attempt to counter their own failure and the
failure of the INTEREST OWNERS to complain:
Moreover, it was Kerr-McGee, Atlas'
predecessor, who failed promptly to resume
operations. The Interest Owners had no
right or obligation to undertake further
exploration or mining; their only right was
to receive a portion of any profits that
might be generated. Thus, if Kerr-McGee's
inactivity signified any abandonment, it
would necessarily be an abandonment of
Kerr-McGee's rights in the Claims.
(CLOVIS
BANKS' BRIEF at p.64 n.30; emphasis
supplied).
The issue is performance, not abandonment.
If the AGREEMENTS
had not been fully performed, the INTEREST OWNERS would have
been entitled to performance of all the provisions of the
OPERATING AGREEMENT, including exploration and develooment
which might produce net profits for them to share. True, t~e
INTEREST OWNERS themselves "had no right or obligation to
undertake further exploration or mining . . . ", but, if the
AGREEMENTS had not been fully performed, t'iey did ha?e the
right to compel KERR-McGEE to do so .

.22J

ABERNATHY-CLOVIS BANKS AGREEMENT (v.13, pp.1570-731.
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The CLOVIS BANKS first argue that, desoite the
1

ation of the parties' obligations, selected

,no;

of the AGREEMENTS orovide for a perpetual

1

,,c·~st.2.2/

Alternatively, and notwithstanding what the

urJvi3ions of the AGREEMENTS mean when read together as a
w~ole,

the CLOVIS BANKS argue that the term "net profits

i~t~r~st,"

is a term of art so widely recognized that its use

a·'one creates an interest of perpetual duration.W

Neither

3rgument has merit.
1.
The AGREEMENTS, read as a whole, clearly and
unambiguously do not create a perpetual interest.
The CLOVIS BANKS contend that because the mining
:laims referred to in Section I of the OPERATING AGREEMENT22/
>r~

still valid mining claims, the OPERATING AGREEMENT remains

in effect and they are entitled to enforce the profit sharing
JrCJvisions against ATLAs. 1 00/

The CLOVIS BANKS would have the

Court adopt their construction of the OPERATING AGREEMENT,

2£/

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p. 4.

97/

Id. at p.18.

98 :

Id. at !J. 3 3.

It is agreed by and between the parties hereto that this
any of
,g
are in
>1,'a
and effect. OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section I (v.13,

~.

'~~ESMENT shall be in full force and effect so long as
~ining claims hereinabove identified and described

15 4 7) •

~,

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.18-19.
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interpreting the first section

3nrl

th<"

ignoring the terms 1,;hic'.l lie '.>et<.-Je"'ri.

11st

3<"Ction,l'.Ll/

'lnw'°''er,

AGREEMENT must be constr'Jed as a <.vhole. l

)~

t'1 n

'-ih

IP'~'<'

Pernetual

contracts are not favored, and they will not be enforced
except where a perpetual duration is expressed by clear ann
unequivocal language. 1 03/

A construction t!-iat t'ie OPERA"'I~!G

AGREEMENT exists in perpetuity cannot be reconciled with t~e
clear and unambiguous language of the OPERATING AGREEMEN'T', ann
it belies the purpose of the entire transaction embodied in
the AGREEMENTS.
Section III covered the commencement and conduct of
activities by KERR-McGEE leading to the sharing of net
profits.

The only unconditional obligation undertaken by

KERR-McGEE, was to commence and diligently prosecute
explorations.

All other obligations were contingent on the

results of the performance of the antecedent obligation.

For

101/ The last section provides as follows:
"The terms and
provisions of this AGREEMENT shall be binding upon and shall
inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, their resoecti 1e
heirs, administrators and assigns." OPERA~ING AGREEMENT at
Section XVIII (v.13, p.1560).
1

102/ Mark Steel Coro. v. Eimco Coro., 548 P.2d 892 (Utah
1976); Thomas J. Peck and Sons, Inc. v. Lee Rock Products,
Inc., 515 P. 2d 446 (Utah 1973).
103/ Holmgren v. Utah-Idaho Sugar Co., 582 P.2d 85'5 (Ut3'1
1978); See, Portland Section of Council of Jewish Women v.
Sisters-of Charity of Providence in Oregon, 513 P. 2d 1183 1°c
1973); Zimco Restaurants v. BartendPrs and Culinarv Wor~ers
Union, 331 P.2d 789 (Cal. App. 1958); 17A C.J.S. Contracts
§398 (1963).
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ZERR-McGEE had no duty to define and develop an ore
,',,,;sits search for commercial ore deposits was
~c Jl.
,1

1"•

c0d1

1

~nd

Similarly, KERR-McGEE had no duty to sink and

shaft until it first had defined and developed an ore
it had satisfied itself that mining was justified.
The contingent nature of the parties' obligations

Jnder the OPERATING AGREEMENT makes untenable the CLOVIS
BANKS' contention.

If KERR-McGEE had diligently commenced and

nad diligently prosecuted exploration and other operations
sufficient in its opinion to test the SUBJECT CLAIMS for the
presence of commercial ore deposits and had failed to find
~ommercial

ore, the OPERATING AGREEMENT would be fully

oerformed.

The INTEREST OWNERS would have received all the

p~rformance

to which they were entitled.

The continued

PXistence of the OPERATING AGREEMENT would serve no further
purpose, because none of the parties would have any further
duty of performance.

All duties would be discharged and all

eights would be extinguished.
~ight

Even though the SUBJECT CLAIMS

be still in force and effect, the parties could not have

intended the OPERATING AGREEMENT to remain in effect under
tnose circumstances .104/
The AGREEMENTS indicate the parties' intent to limit

' 1 1~ir relationship to a single mining venture. 105 1

Although

'!_)3_/

See SUMMARY JUDGMENT at II 30 (v.15, pp.2092-94).

_l1l)/

See SUMMARY JUDGMENT at 11 31 (v.15, pp.2094-95).
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the AGREEMENTS do not rule out ':xploration, ·~':velooment or
mining of more than the sinqle 0re borlv th':n conte~ol~•c~.
AGREEMENTS certainly do not contemplate

3

continuous

l ,,."

operations in perpetuity.106/
The CLOVIS BANKS argue that certain language in
Section III of the OPERATING AGREEMENT means that their righ~
to share profits is perpetual:
(Agreement] expressly provides, after
allowing 150 percent recovery of specified costs
relative to the "initial" mine, for 110 percent
recovery of "other costs and expense incurred
for the exploration, drilling, development,
mining, operating and overhead of said mining
claims" . . . Had the Agreement been intended
to apply only to one body or mining venture, it
would have been pointless to provide for
subsequent exploration and mining or to refer to
"the initial shaft and/or mine.•.lQ2/
The emphas{zed language does not suggest a perpetual
right to share profits.

That language is plain recognition

106/ The very specificity with which the AGREEMENTS describe
the OPERATOR's obligations contradict a perpetual mining
venture. For example, the language in Section 6 of the SALES
AGREEMENT providing for the sharing of profits is itself
specific to the operations carefully described in Section 5.
Furthermore, the parties expressly designated a shaft as a
means of gaining entry to and mining of the ore body. The
AGREEMENTS do not contemplate an ore body that might be minerl
by a decline, incline, tunnel, open pit or other mining
method. The text of Section 6 of the SALES AGREEMENT and
Section III of the OPERATING AGREEMENT fixes 25 tons per dav
as the production level.at which cash flow would be avail~bl 0
for the recovery of capital costs and eventually the sharing
of profits. Such terms presuppose very specific economic
parameters pertaining to a deposit of particular grade and
characteristics.
107/

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.25-26.
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'" ~ ;(ERR-McGEE and MERCURY achieved the minimal level of
•!

production of 25 tons per day, further exploration,

1nd

development might be carried out in connection

Lne ore body contemplated.lOB/
~

Whether or not one or

ore bodies were discovered, defined and developed, an ore

c 0 ~; ~iqht

be of such a size and nature that more than one

2haft or even more than one mine would be necessary to remove
ore.

t~e

The CLOVIS BANKS argue that language in the
AGREEMENTS means that " . . . the duration of the Net Profits
Interest is tied to the duration of the claims that it
burdens."109/

They cite the following language:

Buyers and Sellers shall share the
net profits from all ores mined, ~lo~uced
and sold from said claims • • • . ~-0
phrase "all ores mined and produced from said claims" does

T~e

not refer to duration at all.

In the recital found on pages 1

ond 2 of the SALES AGREEMENT, the parties used the term "ores"

~

The Court need not decide whether the CLOVIS BANKS might
shared in a second ore body if one had been developed by
'ERR-McGEE, because there was only one. The Court need only
decide whether the the CLOVIS BANKS are entitled to share in
cill ore bodies discovered and developed long after the parties
?erformed the AGREEMENTS in full and wound up and concluded
'1eir mining venture. See SUMMARY JUDGMENT at II 31 (v.15,
10 2094-95); see also OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III
~ave

1

11,

?p.1548-49-)-.~

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.19-20.
SALES AGREEMENT at Section 6 (v.13, p.1540).
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in association with a list of speci~ic 11ine>ra1s. ll~ ·
ores" means all ores of those :ni ner 3 l:o,

C'l·Jt

•r0s

•)f

".'Ill
1

1~

"

and not all ores forever.
The same phrase appears several other places in tho
AGREEMENTS.

For example, Section III of the OPERATING

AGREEMENT contains the following:
{A)fter Kermac and Mercury shall have
received out of the net profits. from all ores
mined, produced and sold from said claims, a sum
which shall ~~ equal to . . . $150,000 . . . and
150% • . . ,_l_/
It is the receipt of the specified amount, not the "all ores"
phrase, that fixes the parties' obligation and hence the
duration of the arrangment.
Throughout the AGREEMENTS the words "said claims"

ar~

used in conjunction with--even interchangeably with--the terms
"mine," "ore body," and "shaft."

The words "said claims" do

not mean that the AGREEMENTS are perpetual in duration.

T~e

use of the words "said claims" suggests nothing more than a
recognition that the single ore body contemplated by the
parties in Section 5 might occur on more than one mining
claim.

111/ The interest conveyed covered "the minerals in ancl t0
said lands, including uranium, vanadium or ores, incluclinq
without limiting the generality of the foregoing, urani•1m,
vanadium, thorium, manganese, and other materials associat •1
therewith and all fissionable materials . . . " lv.13,
pp.1536-37).
0

112/

OPERATING AGREEMENT at Section III {v.13, op.1540-411.
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The use of the term "net orof its interest"
nothing about the nature or duration of the

'~~lies

-----

,~p~~:S~l~NTS.

r~e

;,n'·

1

CLOVIS BANKS contend that their right to share

"=, is a "net profits interest" and that such an interest

is su like a royalty, mineral interest, carried interest, or
3~

estate in land that their interest should be given the

~roperty

rights usually attributed to royalty, mineral or

carried interests or estates in land,including a perpetual
durdtion. 113/

The use of the term "net profits interest" does

not itself imply a perpetual interest; the duration of their
rights to share profits must be determined from the AGREEMENTS

CLOVIS BANKS I 'BRIEF at P· 31. The CLOVIS BANKS argue
that, because the phrase "net profits interest" appears in a
recital to the OPERATING AGREEMENT, their claim to profits is
a perpetual estate in land. The CLOVIS BANKS make that
argument without regard either to the text of the AGREEMENTS
~hich created the profit sharing arrangement or to the law.
ll3/

The CLOVIS BANKS' contention muddles two separate
issues in this case: first, whether the profit sharing
arrangement is perpetual in duration, and, second, whether the
nature of the CLOVIS BANKS' claim is such that it may be
enforced against ATLAS. The nature of the interest becomes
important only if this Court first decides that the CLOVIS
BANKS' right to profits is perpetual in duration. The CLOVIS
BANKS contend that the use of the term "net profits interest"
'· n the rec i ta 1 to the OPERATING AGREEMENT resolves their way
br,th the duration issue and the nature issue.
The use of the term "net profits interest" implies
',i11q about the nature or the duration of the interest. The
Lo.BANKS, of course, have nothing less than the right to
''''"r<:e the AGREEMENTS, but just as surely they have nothing
~ore.
The CLOVIS BANKS' net orofits interest is what the
~CREEMENTS say it is, and it lasts only so long as the
~GPEEMENTS say it lasts.
', t

1
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in which it i's used.114/

T.h'is Court need nnl'l rlec:irle

nature of the INTEREST O~JERS'

~he

riqhts un•i<?: :~." oartir 11 ~

AGREEMENTS invol'led here.

ll 4 /
One of the authorities cited in the CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF
at p.36 n.21, writes as follows:
The nature of a net profits interest is
much too indefinite to deserve such
independent status [as to be considered a
term of art], and our inarticulate use of
net profits interest arrangements has led
to substantial litigation, usually in
connection with the income tax.
We know of no cases in which the "net" has
been determined by the court in the absence
of some specific agreement by the
parties . • • • Thus anv consideration of
the nature of a net profits interest
arrangement, which contains no further
specificity beyond the words "net orofits
interest" per se, is a leap into fantasv,
for such words have no independent
meaning.
(Emphasis supplied.)
J. Sherrill, Jr., Net Profits Interests - A Current View,
19 Inst. On Oil & Gas L. & Tax'n, 165-166 (1968).
Another commentator cited bv the CLOVIS BANKS in
their brief at p. 43, explains as follows:
[T]here is no body of law clearly defining
the net profits interest, its nature and
its incidents.
The only thing that can be
said with any assurance is that a net
profits interest may or may not be an
interest in land and that the nature of the
interest and the rights of its owner must
be determined from the provisions of the
instrument which created it.
(Emphasis
supplied.)
5 E. Kuntz, A Treatise or the Law of Oil and Gas
63.5 (1978).

§
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~~e
1

0

·~e

authorities cited by the CLOVIS BANKS do not

define a net profits interest for all purposes, and
difficulties involved in generalizing the

,-,,LJcter istics of net profits interests.

While net profits

,nterests may share some characteristics of an overriding
,oyalty interest, a royalty, a working interest, or a carried
1~terest,

the profit sharing arrangement in the AGREEMENTS is

•1nlike any of these interests. 11 5/

None of the authorities

cited by the CLOVIS BANKsl:..!..§./ stands for the proposition
that all net profits interests are mineral interests or

ll2/ The dissimilarities between a "usual" royalty interest,

a "standard" working interest and the INTEREST OWNERS' rights
to net profits under the AGREEMENTS are numerous.

A royalty,
example, is not a cost bearing interest at all, and it is
calculated without respect to costs or profits. The INTEREST
OWNERS here do not even have a freestanding or independent
"net profits interest." Instead, they have only the right to
share in a common fund of profits, and their share is dependent upon the operations attaining a specific level of
profits. A working interest owner has executive rights, the
exclusive right to possess, develop and manage the property,
and must contribute certain expenses; the INTEREST OWNERS have
no such rights nor any obligation to pay expenses.
The CLOVIS BANKS' only source which describes the
nature of a net profits interest, rather than what it is
'somewhat similar to" or what it is not, limits the use of the
classification very specifically to federal income tax
jituations only. See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.35-36, Burke &
1<0whav, Income Taxation of Natural Resources, § 2.06
"t"n~ice-Hall 1982).
The rules of contract interpretation
i 1 1 control,
however, and may overrule well-settled
,,rinciples of "terms of art" usage. See Extraction Resources,
inc. 11. Freeman, 555 s.w. 2d 156 (Tex. Civ. App. 1977).
for

~£

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp. 34, 38, 41, 43.
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estates in land or any other oeroeLJ3 l interest. ll 7 /

1'he

117 / Carlock v. National Co-ooer3tivo Refine~·; Ass'n, 411
F.2d 148 (10th Cir. 1970\, is a contract construction caso
which the succeeding lessee specifically agreed to be bou~d
the terms of an agreement creat.~g an obligation to pay to
which his grantor was a party. The appellate court could not
reverse unless the trial court was found to be clearly
erroneous, which it was not. Greenleaf v. S. A. Camp Ginnino
Co., 309 P.2d 943 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1957), concerned ate"
"royalty" interest with no mention anywhere of a net profits
interest. Bellingham Sec. Syndicate, Inc. v. Bellingham Coa'.
Mines, Inc., 125 P.2d 668 (Wash. 1942), is a very good case
for many of ATLAS' arguments, including the practical
construction of contracts, the interpretation of unambiguous
contracts, and the nature of a net profits interest. The
interest in dispute in Bellingham is a minimum royalty
interest which was to be calculated in part on the net profi:s
generated by coal mining operations under a 50-year lease.
The Washington Supreme Court held that the contract had to be
interpreted as a matter of law in order to determine the
nature of the minimum royalty. The primary issue in
Bellingham was to decide how to calculate the royalty. The
meaning of the interest was ascertained as a matter of law
from the language of the agreements and from a lack of
evidence that the parties acted in a manner inconsistent with
that meaning. There was no contention that such interest was
a perpetual mineral right and no testimony was permitted
concerning the parties' present intent with respect to the
meaning of that interest. The Court stated as follows:
It should be borne in mind that the term
"net prof its" is the lease term the construction of which is a legal issue; . .
Whether [the lessee] may make the
deductions depends upon the construction
given by this court to the term "net
profits" as used in the lease •

..!..£..

at pp.675-76.

John Wight, Inc. v. Norskog, 438 P.2d 550 (Mont.
1968), and Extraction Resources, Inc. v. Freeman, 555 S.W.2d
156 (Tex. Civ. App. 1977) are both oil and gas cases and
neither deals with any interest remotely resembling a net
profits interest. Picard v. Ric~ard~, 366 P.2d 119 !Nyo.
1961) also deals with interests in oil and gas and discusses
the differences between a royalty interest and a mineral
interest. Net profits are nowhere discussed.
(con't.)
-43-

"net profits interest" is immaterial.
, ,c
,1-

o.

What is important

tche AGREEMENTS and the JUNE 7 DEED do not manifest the
•o create a perpetual interest.118/

There Is No Genuine Issue as to Any Material Fact
Relating to the Construction or Performance of the
AGREEMENTS.

When the pleadings, depositions, affidavits and other
oapers on file in the court show that there is no genuine

Rimledge Uranium and Mininl Corp. v. Federal
Resources Corp., 374 P.2d 20 (Utah962), concerns the method
of calculating a landowner's royalty called for under an
agreement between the parties; no determination of the nature
of the interest was at issue. Holley v. Federal-American
Partners, 507 P.2d 381 (Utah 1973), a lease situation,
similarly does not involve a decision concerning the nature of
the obligation to pay money under a contract.
118/ The CLOVIS BANKS contend that the SALES AGREEMENT
defined the alleged net profits interest (CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF
at op.47-48), that the OPERATING AGREEMENT reserved the
interest (CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.48), and that the
" . . . 'subject to' phrase used by the parties states •
the intention to incorporate the terms, covenants and
conditions of the Agreements into the Deed • . . " (CLOVIS
BANKS' BRIEF at p.49), and that the incorporation "reserved
the interest from the conveyance."
Each step in this argument is wrong. First, the
SALES AGREEMENT did not define a net profits interest as
contended by the CLOVIS BANKS. Second, the OPERATING
AGREEMENT did not reserve such an interest. Third, the words
"subject to" do not mean "incorporate by reference."
Paragraph 8 of the SALES AGREEMENT shows that the parties
knew how to incorporate by reference and they could have done
so in the JUNE 7 DEED had they so intended. Fourth, even if
there were an incorporation by reference, that is not a
"reservation." The parties and their attorneys drafting the
\f;REEMENTS obviously knew about perpetual interests (~, the
"nWEN ROYALTY which is expressly provided for in Paragraph 4
~t tne SALES AGREEMENT (v.13, p.1539)) and could have reserved
the same had they so intended.
(See SUMMARY JUDGMENT at ~ 32
lv.13, pp.2095-96); FEBRUARY 8 TRANSCRIPT (v.18, pp.2402-03)).
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issue as to any material. fact anrl
entitled to a judgmerit as
ll9/
P rooer.
.

3

t'nt

matter rif Li""'

Th e ce nt ra 1 issue
'
· "h
·
in
c, is

the AGREEMENTS.

•1,0

11r·"':-iri

nact'; i,

c;,111:1u:;

ca~"

·
·s

l'l·l'JTw

t-he 11e.1n: 1.1

Summary judgment is well-suited to

resol··~

the conflict, because the interpretation of such contracts is
a question of law.120/
The CLOVIS BANKS were the first party to move for
Summary Judgment interpreting the AGREEMENTS.
no issues as to material facts.121/

They then saw

Moreover, when ATLAS

moved for Summary Judgment and oresented extensive factual
support for its motion, 122 1 the CLOVIS BANKS failed to oroduco
any contradictory evidence. 1 23/

Not just anv alleged

disagreement over facts will bar summary judgment.
disputed facts must be both genuine and material.

The
Tlie CLOVIS

BANKS' have established no facts which are "material," those
which affect the application of the governing law.

Once

ATLAS

had satisfied its "initial burden of showing there were no
issues as to any material fact and that it was entitled to

119/

U.R.C.P. 56

(C).

120/ Morris v. Mountain States Tel. and Tel. Co., 658 P.2d
1199 (Utah 1983) 1 Overson v. United States Firlelitv and
Guaranty Co., 587 P.2d 149 (Utah 1978).
121/

CLOVIS BANKS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION.

122/

ATLAS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION.

123/ CLOVIS BANKS 1 RESPONSE TO ATLAS' SIBl~RY JUDGMENT MO'l'I·'J':
and/or RENEWAL OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT "IOTION.
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,c

3S

a matter of law • .

" the burden shifted to the

"to produce competent evidence that a material
,f fact existed." 124 /
The CLOVIS BANKS failed to
":1.:JK'.3

· ,,Jw::e an'/ such evidence and it is too late for them to
3

ct<0rnpt to do so now.125/
1.
The factual issues the CLOVIS BANKS attempt
to raise are not material to construction of the
AGREEMENTS.
The CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF argues that the Trial Court

erred in granting summary judgment because there were disputed
questions of fact concerning the parties' intention in
entering into the AGREEMENTs.126/
There are two reasons why that argument is wrong as a
~3tter

of law.

First, as the CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF itself

~ecogn1zes and urges,111/ the AGREEMENTS are unambiguous and
1 2 4.1

Brown Wholesale Elec. Co. v. Safeco Ins. Co. of America,
2d 1299, 1302 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1982); Dupler v. Yates, 10
'jtah 2d 251, 351 P. 2d 624 (1960).
See U.R.C.P. 56 (e); United
American Life Ins. Co. v. Willey, 21\ftah 2d 279, 444 P.2d 755
!1968). The genuine issue of fact must be material to the
resolution of the case, Horgan v. Industrial Design Corp., 657
P.2d 751 (Utah 1982), and the party opposing summary judgment
may not " 'build a case on the gossamer thread of whimsey,
speculation and conjecture.'" Hahn v. Sargent, 523 F.2d 461,
J67 (1st Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 904 (1976).
659 P.

1

~~/

Franklin Financial v. New Development Co., 659 P.2d 1040

':Jtah 1983); Shayne v. Stanley & Sons, Inc., 605 P.2d 775
Utah 1980); Villeneuve v. Schamanek, 639 P.2d 214 (Utah
9811; Collins v. Union Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, 662 P.2d
,: J l'lev. 1983); DeBardeleben v. Cummings, 453 F.2d 320 (5th

1972).

l 26 ,'
i~/

/

See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.59-69.
See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.59.
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extrinsic evidence of intC'nt shoul~ not be considerC'd.~ 1
The AGREEMEN1'S are not renderC'rl ambiqunus '11"r"'" ';eoc.'J1Js.~
and the CLOVIS BANKS urge diff,,,.rent int,,,.rpretations nf th~
AGREEMENTS. 129 1 The Tcial Court, without resorting to
extrinsic evidence, found that there was only one way to reari
the AGREEMENTS as a whole and ruled that the
clearly and unambiguously were

li~ited

AGREEMEN~S

in duration.130/

Second, the evaluation of whether the AGREEMEN1'S are
ambiguous or unambiguous is a question of law in Utah;l31/
therefore, extrinsic evidence of the parties' later recollections of their subjective intent in 1957 has no probative
value.

What is material is evidence of their conduct,

demonstrating how the parties actually acted under the
AGREEMENTS and the interpretation which they actually gave
those AGREEMENTS.122/

The uncontroverted evidence in the

128/ Pulsipher v. Tolboe, 13 Utah 2d 190, 370 P.2d 360
(1962); Ephraim Theatre Co. v. Hawk, 7 Utah 2d 163, 321 P.2d
221 (1958).
129/

Jones v. Hinkle, 611 P. 2d 733 (Utah 19801.

l:.l.Q./

SUMMARY JUDGMENT at ,I 40 (v.15, pp.2098-99).

131/ Morris v. Mountain States Tel. and Tel. Co., 658 P.2d
119 (Utah 1983); Jones v. Hinkle, 611 P. 2d 733 (1980); ~
v. United States Fidelity and Guarantv Co., 587 P.2d 149 !Utah
1978). See also Bellingham Sec. Syndicate, Inc. v. Bellingha]
Coal Mine5';""Ine:", 125 P.2d 668 (Wash. 1942).

l.R/

Courts may take extrinsic evidence of subsequent conrJir·
for the purpose of determining whether or not there exists a
ambiguity in a written contract. Bullough v. Simms, 16 Utah
2d 304, 400 P.2d 20 (1965); Bullfrog Marina, Inc. v. Lentz, ?5
Utah 2d 261, 501 P. 2d 266 (1972); Zeese v. Estate of Siegel,
(con' t.)
1
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r~

~emonstrates

~E~ENTS,

:1 ·
r~

rie

l

that the parties, in the performance of

conducted themselves precisely in accordance

r:onstruction made of those AGREEMENTS by Judge

l .

The CLOVIS BANKS assert that extrinsic evidence shows
''1at the parties to the AGREEMENTS and the JUNE 7 DEED
:~tAnded

that a perpetual interest in the net profits was

:rAated. 1 33/

The extrinsic evidence relied upon consists of

~,pinions expressed and positions taken by KERR-McGEE,134/

:~RRILL and ABERNATHy,l3S/ and ATLAS.ll..§/

But that evidence,

even if it pertained to a material issue, is not probative; it
is not factual evidence of any intent in 1957 to create a

cerpetual interest at all.

534 P. 2d 85 (Utah 1975); Hardinge Co. v. Eimco Corp., 1 IJtah
?d 320, 266 P.2d 494 (1954); Motor Terminals, Inc. v. National

Car Co., 92 F. Supp. 155 (D.C. Del. 1949); Cook-Reynolds Co.
v. Beyer, 79 P.2d 658 (Mont. 1938).

Ul/

See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.60.

JJ.!I

See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.62-63, referring to the
KERR-McGEE MEMORANDUM which argues, in response to an earlier
motion seeking to impose liability on KERR-McGEE, that ATLAS
r,as the liability (v.6, p.963).

!J2_! CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.42, refers to the MERRILL
OEPOSITION, the ABERNATHY DEPOSITION and the BOONE DEED, in
,ihich the INTEREST OWNERS describe their claim as a "working
l!1

terest."
1

)Fi
See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.11-12, 63, in which
0:1ance-is placed on a title ooinion written by counsel for
'LAS in 1978, earlier pleadings in this case and the fact
'~ 1 at ATLAS attempted to buy out the INTEREST OWNERS and was
11
timately successful in making a compromise settlement with
0 ll
parties in the case except the CLOVIS BANKS.
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The only matter relied upon

ZITTING-CLOVIS BANKS AFFIDAVIT in

~v

whi~h

~'1P c~nVIS

~i~har~

T.

SAN~S ~~·

~t~tio~

says:
7.
I do not believe, and to t'ie best of my
knowledge the other parties to the 1957
agreements did not believe, that the 40%
Net Profits Interest was intended to apply
only to the ore body that was mined through
the Bardon Shaft. I did not have any
intent or understanding during the 1957
negotiations or thereafter that the 40% Net
Profits Interests would be limited to one
ore body or that it would terminate following closing of the Bardon Shaft.137/
However, aside from questions of competence to testify as to
the intent of other people, and materiality of that intent,
this statement does not controvert the interpretation of the
AGREEMENTS adopted by Judge Bunnell.

Judge Bunnell did not

conclude that the AGREEMENTS applied only to one ore body or
to one shaft.

The AGREEMENTS, and the mining venture, applie•

to whatever KERR-McGEE found in its testing, defininq and
developing of the SUBJECT CLAIMS.

As it turned out, only one

ore body (the BARDON MINE) was discovered, defined and
developed.

As it turned out, only one shaft was used.

The

AGREEMENTS did not terminate because, from the outset, they
were limited to a single ore body.

They came to a conclusion

because they we re fully per formed and because f u 11 per formanc
involved only one ore body.

137/

(v.14, p.1857).
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2.
The factual issues which the CLOVIS BANKS
attempt to raise are not material to performance of
t!le AGREEMENTS.
T~e CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF 1 38 / argues that there is an
, ~~~r~d

"factual question whether the 'mining venture'

,,-,_,1 ally

ended in 1961."

1 .Je s +-ion i

ng whether KERR-McGEE completely per farmed the

'.;?SSMEN'l'S .139/

Perhaps the CLOVIS BANKS are

However, the CLOVIS BANKS point to no facts

m3terial to that assertion.140/
Instead, they rely on statements made prior to the
1ecision to do no further work on the StJBJECT CLAIMsl41/ that
KERR-McGEE, at a relatively early date, still contemplated
?Ossible further drilling.l:..11/

This statement by KERR-McGEE

is completely consistent with the Trial Court's determination
that ultimately KERR-McGEE, perhaps after additional drilling,

l~

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.68.

-1:]1/ See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.64, n.30, see also CLOVIS
SANKS'--sRIEF at p.9, n.4, where they note that"there is no
• n
[by
evidence of any exploration between 1961 and 1968 . .
KERR-McGEE or anyone else.]

l!Q.I They
"scheduled
indicating
contradict
~GREEMENTS

urge that they should be permi ted to proceed with
discovery" (CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.69) without
what facts they hope to discover which will
the overwhelming and undisputed evidence that the
were fully performed.

' 411

This decision was made some time near December 31, 1962
no work was done after that time and in 1963 the
Drnoerty was assigned to VCA.

1ec~use
14

c;ee, ~· the MAY 9 LETTER in 1962, suggesting that
"present plans" were "to do some additional
exploration drilling" if and when KERR-McGEE was able to
re~olve certain problems.
'·'

··.~RR-McGEE's
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brought the mining venture to an e>nd.1J3'

s0

suggestion that 'lERSFELDER, whi:e rfri'l':cq f,,r
1957 and 1958, may have drilled into

~h"'

is ~'10
f\C:\?-'k~"'-

,o,fo0 0f

t'ic

c)['.''

which became the target of the VELVET MINE many years
later.144/
The other "facts" which the CLOVIS BANKS allege hau•
nothing whatsoever to do with whether KERR-McGEE fully performed the AGREEMENTS.

What ATLAS' attorneys said about the

existence of a paper net profits interest in a title opinion
(before the facts of full performance were developed) is
totally irrelevant to whether events not contained in
documents demonstrate performance.

record!~

So is speculation, based

upon the "Outline of Property Examination" done for CLIMAX in
1968, that someone may have known that there was more ore on
the SUBJECT CLAIMs.145/

So are ATLAS' offers to huy out the

record claimants of the net profits interest at a minimal sum
in order to clear ATLAS I

title to the SUBJECT CLAIMS .146/

So

are ABERNATHY'S practices before the YUCCA CASE was concluded

143/ See ZITTING-ATLAS AFFIDAVIT stating that KERR-McGEE
attempted to find an ore body other than the BARDON 'II'lE, but
was unsuccessful (v.13, pp.1590-91), and that KERR-McGEE did
nothing on the SUBJECT CLAIMS after 1962. See also, KERRMcGEE' s INTERROGATORY ANSWERS (v.13, op.1611-14).
144/

See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at op.8-9.

145/ See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.9 n.4; see also the CLrnA!
REPORT---rv.15, First page numbered 2127).
146/

See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at o.63.
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,

~1gntng

some value to his position with respect to the

"L,AI~·1S

while dealing with the CLOVIS BANKs.147/

~atters
1

None

casts the slightest doubt on the Trial

~·;conclusion

that KERR-McGEE performed all of its

.t·iations under the AGREEMENTS, and that, thereupon, the
~LOVIS

BANKS had no further rights to profits which might

3 c(rue

from a future mining operation.
3.
In any event, it is too late to challenge the
full performance of the AGREEMENTS.
As set forth in Section I.B.2 of this brief, ATLAS

Jcesented to the Trial Court evidence that KERR-McGEE
adequately, in its opinion, tested the SUBJECT CLAIMS for the
Jresence of commercial ore; made only one discovery; defined
and

developed the ore body indicated thereby; sunk a shaft;

commenced mining; achieved 25-ton per day capability; mined
311 the ore which could be economically recovered; determined

the net profits, but did not recover $150,000 and 150% of its
ore-25-ton per day costs; offered the mine to the INTEREST
'.lWNERS, who did not take it; abandoned the mine; disposed of
Vie equipment; and made an accounting.
The CLOVIS BANKS, in the CLOVIS BANKS' RESPONSE TO
WLAS I SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION, did not present evidence

H

7 1
·

See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.63.
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controverting these facts of per:or~ancp 3nd c~nn0t now ~o
on appeal.1 4 8/
The CLOVIS BANKS did not alleqe

non-oer•,r~ancp

their pleadings, 14 9/ so ATLAS had no cause to assert
affirmati,1e defenses in response.

F!owever,

it is apparent

that if the CLOVIS BANKS ever had any complaint that KERRMcGEE failed to perform and was in breach of its obligations
to the INTEREST OWNERS,
1960's.

that claim matured in the early

That claim was not asserted in the YUCCA CASE and h2

not been asserted since, at least until this late date.
Surely the claim (even if it were tenable - which it is notl
is barred now by doctrines such as laches, statute of
limitations and res judicata.150/

II.

THE OBLIGATION TO SHARE PROFITS WAS A PERSONAL OBLIGATIO
OF THE PARTIES UNDER THE AGREEMENTS WHICH ATLAS IS NOT
BOUND TO PERFORM.
Neither ATLAS nor the CLOVIS BANKS were parties to the

AGREEMENTS.

As successors in interest to one of the parties,

148/ Franklin Financial v. New Empire Dev. Co., 659 P. 2d 104
(Utah 1983); Shayne v. Stanley & Sons, Inc. 605 P. 2d 775 (Uta
1980); Villeneuve v. Schamanek, 639 P.2d 214 (Utah 1981);
Collins v. Union Federal Sav. and Loan Ass'n, 662 P.2d 610
(Nev. 1983); Brown Wholesale Elec. Co. v. Safeco Ins. Co. of
America, 659 P.2d 1299 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1982); DeBardeleben v.
Cummings 453 F.2d 320 (5th Cir. 1972).
149/

See CLOVIS BANKS' COUNTERCLAI~.

150/ Motor Terminals, Inc. v. National Car Co., 92 F. Suoo.
155 (D.C. Del. 1949); Cook-Reynolds Co. v. Bever, 79 P.2d ;;53
(Mont. 1938).
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-1,0·113 BANKS now seek to enforce those contracts against
j

cJCCessor to other parties.

, 1•c n'nt ~nder

The profit sharing

the AGREEMENTS is at most a contract

1

',,' - 15 l .

A party should not nbe held chargeable with an obligation

,rnder a contract except by his consent." 152/ ATLAS purchased
:-1e SUBJECT CLAIMS and neither accepted assignments of the
.~GREEMENTS nor assumed them.l21/

ATLAS is not obliged to

3h3re profits with the CLOVIS BANKS under familiar principles
·Jf

contract law.
The CLOVIS BANKS nevertheless suggest several theories on

•hich they seek to hold ATLAS chargeable.

Their contention

the "net profits interest" is by its very nature perpetual is
fully answered on pages 34 to 45 in this brief.

Next, the

:LOVIS BANKS contend that the profit sharing provisions of the

See Le Bus v. Le Bus, 269 S.W.2d 506, 511 (Tex. Civ.
in which the Court held that rights to a portion
generated by mineral development where "one party's
interest [isl only a common interest in the profits, that is,
if he have no title jointly with the other partv with the
right to control as owner over the profits, but, with only a
:ommon interest in them because the profits measure what
3mount he shall receive," the interest is "only a contractual
;ight to have his share of the profits paid over to him when
they were earned."

151/

App. 1954),
of profits

lS,.:/

Klundt v. Carothers, 537 P.2d 62

' '• ~ ) '

1 9 31 ) .

(Idaho 1975);

"_Cl_'ll_estein v. Mintz, 177 N.E. 746 (Ill. 1931); Lingle Water
'3crs' Ass'n v. Occidental Bldg. & Loan Ass'n, 297 P. 385, 387

l? 3.'

r•)OTE

See SUMMARY JUDGMENT at~ 45 (v.15, p.2104-08); the
LEASE; FOOTE DEED.
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AGREEMENTS are binding on ATLAS 3S --:011":-L'ntco nnninq wit1
land. 154 /

The CLOl/IS BANl\S' 3lternati•;" ~'lP·Jr

claimed right to share profits is

enf0rcea~lc

·

·;

"·nr

3q3inst

>

~TL~o

an equitable servitude.155/
A.

The CLOVIS BANKS Cannot Enforce the Profit Sharin9
Arrangement Against ATLAS as a Covenant Running ll1th
Land.
The Trial Court properly held that the CLOVIS BANKS'

claim is not enforceable against ATLAS as a covenant running
with land.156/

The courts have held that promises to share

profits are personal covenants which do not run with land.1.22
As the CLOVIS BANKS point out, the following element'
are required to establish real covenants:
must "touch and concern" land;

(1)

the covenant

(2) the original parties to

th~

covenant must clearly intend the covenant to run with land;
and (3) there must be privity of estate between the present
parties.158/

None of these elements is satisfied in this

case •

.1:2i/ CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.51-56.
155/

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.56-59.

156/ See SUMMARY JUDGMENT ~II 35, 45 (v.15, DD. 21196-97, 2104·
08); see also FEBRUARY 8 TRANSCRIPT v.18, DP.2400-02).

l2L/

Tegarden v. Beers, 265 P.2d 845 (Kan. 1954\; "lcintosfi
Vail, 28 S.E.2d 607 (W. Va. 1943). See also Whi'io v. 1-len,11°·
T6'9'°P. 710 (Cal. App. 1917); Womble v. wOmSTe, 113 P. 351
(Cal. App. 1910).
158/

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.51.

-SS-

~ri?ity

of estate is not present.

Privity of estate

0nti1l element, and the CLOVIS BANKS take the element
159
'-' li1htly.
/ Horizontal contractual privity between
>~e

,r1~inal

covenanting parties does not establish the

"~quired

privity of estate between the successors in interest

~

original parties.

t~ose

hav~

The successors on both sides must

a legal interest, an "estate," in the real property at

issue.

The INTEREST OWNERS had no estate in the SUBJECT

CLAI:-IS after the sale was consummated; they had only a
contractual right to enforce the AGREEMENTS.

The CLOVIS BANKS

sould not have acquired any estate from ABERNATHY, one of the
T~'ITREST

OWNERS, because ABERNATHY, having divested himself of

the SUBJECT CLAIMS, had no estate to convey.160/

The promises of KERR-McGEE and MERCURY do not "touch
and concern" the land.

The CLOVIS BANKS assert that the Trial

Court erred in concluding that the "touch and concern element
ts

not met because the net profits interest is not related to

:~e physical use of the land.•161/

But under Utah law the

Trial Court is correct, and the CLOVIS BANKS are wrong.

This

Court has dealt with "touch and concern" in two recent

Id.

See SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION at 11 44 (v.15, pp.2103-04).
~'
3i1NKS'

SUMMARY JUDGMENT at 11 45 (v.15, po.2106-07); see CLOVIS
BRIEF at p. 53.
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Case -" .162/

T h ese cases an d Hudsoeth v.

~ast 0 r~

,ra~on Lan~

Co., 430 P.2d 353 (Or. 1967), a case uoon .;hi:h t'le
BANKS rely, 1 6 31 sur,iport .'\TL.'l.S.

CLCW:.

In First Western Fidelitv v. Gibbons and Raed
Co. ,

164

/ this Court, expressly citing Hudspeth, held that 'he

agreement of the Gibbons and Reed Company to leave the land
contoured in a specified way did not run, because it did not
contain a "clear and definite expression" of the oarties'
intent that the obligation was to run with land to subsequent
transferees.

The Court did not decide specificallv whether

the promise to contour the land met the "touch and concern"
requirement, but it did set forth the necessary elements:

t~e

covenant must "have some permanent effect of a physical naturo
upon the land itself affecting its usefulness and/or its
value."165/
In Lundeberg v. Dastruo, 166/ this Court addressed the
"touch and concern" question directly and held that an express
covenant in a land sales contract to pay attorney's fees to
enforce that contract was not a covenant which touches and

162/ Lundeberg v. Dastrup, 497 P. 2d 648, 650 (Utah 19721;
First Western Fidelity v. Gibbons and Reed Co., 492 P.2d 132
(Utah 1971).
163/

See CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.52-53.

164/

492 P. 2d 132, 134 (Utah 1971) .

165/

Id. at 134.

166/

497 P. 2d 648, 650 (Utah 197 2)
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•

, nrns

:and.

The Court, citing First Western Fidelitv,

In order for a covenant to run with land it
illust be of such character that its performance or nonperformance will so affect the
use, value, or enjoyment of the land itself
that it must be regarded as an integral
part of the property. Examples are the
covenants of seizin, the right to convey,
freedom from encumbrances, and of quiet
peaceable possession. Contrasted to these
are covenants to perform personal
obligations under the contract, which
ordinarily do not so run. Under the
concept just stated a provision in a
purchase contract to pay attorney's fees
necessary for enforcement of its terms does
not meet the qualification for a covenant
which runs with the land.

The Trial Court properly applied the requirements of
First Fidelitv and Lundeberg in the SUMMARY JUDGMENT when it
concluded that the profit-sharing arrangement "does not have a
permanent effect of a physical nature upon the land itself,"
nor does it so affect the use, value or enjoyment of the land
itself that it would "by its very nature [become] united with
and an integral part of land.".l§l/
The CLOVIS BANKS argue that because "the convenantor's interest in the Claims in this case is rendered less
valuable because of the obligation to pay part of the mineral
praceeds to the Interest Owners" and "the covenantee's
interest

. • is rendered more valuable by the covenant," the

"•ouch and concern" element is somehow satisfied.

l2l1

SUMMARY JUDGMENT at~ 45 (v.15, p.2107).
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The

infirmity in the argument is obvious.
"covenantee's estate," as the CLO'!IS

:n this ~ase ~he
3.:"\cll\S

riut

i•,

is

separate estate rendered more valuabl.c> by t'le sCiar ing
profits.

1 .,"
•J

r.-:.

The alleged "covenantee's estate" _i.§_ itself th•

sharing of net profits.

In addition, there are several oth•·

legal and factual shortcomings to this argument.
In Mcintosh v. Vai1,l68/ the Court stated that, "[o::
course, the benefit of a covenant [to divide the mineral
production proceeds or profits] •

would be valuable to

anyone, but that factor alone is insufficient to meet the test
of a covenant real."

The Court went on to state that for a

covenant to be considered a covenant real it must become
united with the land itself, and a promise to pay net profits
from mineral production, which are not considered rents, is
not a covenant real which runs with land.169/

168/

Mcintosh v. Vail, 28 S.E.2d 607, 612 (W.Va. 1943).

169/ Of course, a covenantee can never enforce a covenant
unless the covenant "touches and concerns" his estate in the
land. The INTEREST OWNERS conveyed all theTrright, title and
interest in the SUBJECT CLAIMS when they gave the JUNE 7
DEED. They obviously have no "estate" in the SUBJECT
CLAIMS. Undaunted, the CLOVIS BANKS argue that the provision
in the OPERATING AGREEMENT allowing the INTEREST OWNERS to
ourchase abandoned mines and to take over abandoned mining
~laims give them a reversion which then satifies tlie touch in'
concern element. CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at p.54. However, t~e
argument is wrong. Such rights do not amount to a reversi0c,
possibility of reverter, right of reentry upon condition
broken, or any other future interest. They do not make the
JUNE 7 DEED a lease, the INTEREST OWNERS lessors, or the
profit sharing arrangement rent.
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Pinally,

t~e

JUNE 7 DEED and the AGREEMENTS do not

-•D1ess an intention of the parties that the profit'l
3~;"\S

cic

rangement bind subsequent transferees.

The CLOVIS

contend that Section VIII of the OPERATING AGREEMENT

sxpresses the requisite intent.

However, Section VIII is a

orovision dealing only with the duties and rights of KERR'1cGEE and MERCURY inter ..§.£·

Nothing in that Section applies

to the INTEREST OWNERS' profit-sharing right.llQ/
section VIII cannot be construed as "clearly and definitely"
expressing either a broad general intention that the OPERATING
rtGREEMENT run with the property, or a specific intention that
the profit-sharing arrangement, contained in Section III of
~he OPERATING AGREEMENT, run with the land.171/

The CLOVIS BANKS also argue that Section XVIII of the
OPERATING AGREEMENT.12.01 is sufficient to establish that the

Section VIII of the OPERATING AGREEMENT deals with
transfers by KERR-McGEE or MERCURY of their respective
interests in the SUBJECT CLAIMS, and with KERR-McGEE'S and
MERCURY's rights of first refusal in the event of such a
transfer, binding KERR-McGEE's and MERCURY'S successors to the
:JPERATING AGREEMENT so long as that Agreement remained in
effect.
(See v.13, pp.1553-54). See Judge Bunnell's oral
discussion---of the impossibility of--accepting the CLOVIS BANKS'
construction of Section VIII. FEBRUARY B TRANSCRIPT (v.18,

.±1.Q_/

PP. 2 4 0 0- 0 2) .

171/
IJ2,

First Western Fidelity v. Gibbons and Reed Co., 492 P.2d
(Utah 1971).

134

Section XVIII provides as follows (v.13, p.1560):
The terms and provisions of this Agreement
shall be binding upon and shall inure to
the benefit of the parties hereto, their
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parties intended the proEit-sharinq arranoa~~nt •o r~n ~i"~

language in S'=ction :\'!III :ner'=l/ "lecl:oros

"1°

01rt

i·>S'

intention that one who accepts an assionm.,,nt of the AGP~~~E
can enforce them against those parties to the AGREEMENTS
were not parties to the assignment.

w~a

The lanquage does not

address at all a purchaser of the SUBJECT
accept an assignment of the AGREEMENTS.

CLAI~S

who does

no~

Moreover, that

language is hardly specific enough to prove that the parties
intended the covenant to share profits to survive performanc~
of the OPERATING AGREEMENT and to run with the land
forever.1 7 3/

As the Trial Court noted,1.2.!i many of the

"terms, covenants and conditions" could not possibly run wit\
the land.

These deal with purely mechanical matters--

reporting, sharing expenses, etc.--which could have no meanino
once the AGREEMENTS were performed, the venture was comoletec
and the parties went their separate directions.
In any event, e•1en if the OPERATING AGREEMENT could
be construed to express the parties'

intention that the

profit-sharing arrangement run with land, intent alone is no•
determinative.

respective heirs, administrators,
successors and assigns.

l21/

City of Glendale v. Arizona Sav. & Loan Ass'n, I:-i
Recei•1ershio, 409 P.2d 299 (Ariz. Ct. A,op. 19631.
174/

FEBRUARY 8 TRANSCRI?T (11.13, op. 2400-02 l.

-f:i 1-

~~e excress covenant of
•L~nijit a covenant from

the parties may
running with the
l1nd, but it cannot make a personal cove,,.0,nt run with the land.
Intent alone is
1ut sufficient to make the covenant run.
~he other legal requirements must be met,175/
rEmphasis supplied.)
B.

The CLOVIS BANKS Cannot Enforce the Profit-Sharing
Arrangement as an Equitable Servitude.
To enforce the profit-sharing arrangement as a

··:e')ati·Je easement, equitable servitude, or restriction on use,
CLOVIS BANKS must establish, first, the existence of a

:~~

Jaminant and servient estate; second, the benefit to the
d8minant estate and the burden to the servient estate; third,
;~tention

by the parties that the instrument creating the

servitude, negative easement or use restriction benefit and
ourden subsequent grantees; and fourth, notice by the party
i3ainst whom the enforcement is sought.
~3sement,

The negative

equitable servitude or restriction on use must

relate to interests in land.1 7 6/

An equitable servitude,

restriction or easement will not be enforced against land
w'1ere the benefit is in gross.
=~ 0

For land to be so burdened,

encumbrance must benefit land.

A negative easement, use

s : Raintree Coro. v. Rowe, 248 S.E.2d 904, 908 (N.C. Ct.

"'D
:~

1:
-,

1978).
In accord, Neponsit Property Owners' Ass'n. v.
3nc Industrial Sav. Bank, 15 N.E.2d 793 (N.Y. Ct. App.

.,

Hall v. Risley, 213 P.2d 818 (Or. 1950); Welitoff v.
147 A. 390 (N.J. Ct. App. 1929); 2 American Law of
~ 12£.ert'{ § 932 (1952).
<oe.~,
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restriction, or equitable servitude

~ust

je aoourtenant to

estates affected and must concern dominart 3nd serviAnt
estates.

The benefit

beneficiary. 177 /

~ay

not 'Je rni"r"eL'

,:iP"3on3c

t<>

thA

This test is not sati:o;fied, because t1"

INTEREST OWNERS had no real property i:-:terest in the

SUBJEc~

CLAIMS to which an equitable interest could attach after

t1~

conveyance of the property to KERR-McGEE and MERCURY.
To enforce an equitable servitude, easement or
restriction against subsequent grantees requires a showing
that the original parties intended that the grantees weri" to
be burdened and benefitted by an equitable servitude, ease'.11en'
or restriction.

That intent has already been shown not to

exist here.178/
The CLOVIS BANKS contend that the profit-sharing
arrangement "should be enforced as a covenant running with

t~e

land in equity," because ATLAS "took title to the claims wit'
actual knowledge of the Net Profits Interest. nl 79/
BANKS have badly distorted the facts.

The CL01JI?

ATLAS did not acquire

the SUBJECT CLAIMS with actual knowledge or notice, and the

177/ Wilmurt v. McGrane, 45 N.Y.S. 32 (1'397); Orenbe~g "·
Johnston, 168 N.E. 794 (Mass. 1929); Chandler v. Smith,
338 P.2d 522 (Cal. Ct. App. 1959); Craven Countv v. FirstCitizens Bank & Trust Co., 75 S.E.2d 1)20 (N.C. 19Sll.
178/

See p.61 of this brief.

179/

CLOVIS BANKS' BRIEF at pp.56-57.
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,:')'Jr"

~

<expressly found that no proof was offered to

rhat ATSAS had actual notice of the AGREEMENTs.180/
CONCLUSION
For the reasons set out in this brief and in the

0j',L'IARY JODGMENT, the decision of the Trial Court should be
: i

1

::ned.
Respectfully submitted this 31st day of October, 1983.
ATTORNEYS FOR ATLAS CORPORATION

D. Alfers
William A. Hillhous
David R. Hammond
Eliza c. Finkenstaedt
DAVIS, GRAHAM & STUBBS
P. 0. Box 185
Denver, Colorado 80201

~1dress of Plaintiff:
2. 0. Box 1207
~03b, Utah
84532

,l

SUMMARY JUDGMENT at ~ 45 n. 3. (v.15, p.2107). See
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORIES at Response 9 (v.14,
''. l "3 -33).
In that Response ATLAS agreed not to pursue its
,Qfl3
f de purchaser defense.
Such withdrawal is not an
c,] ni SS on of actual notice.
~
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS
abbreviations are used in the body of this Brief.
of Abbre~iations lists the abbreviations in alphabetical
Ntth the full description or name and the volume and page(s)
_oe record where the document is found.
1~ny

i•'p

)\ODr-:•;iation

Full Description or Name
Defendant Hez Abernathy.

Record
Volume Page(s)
N.A.

N.A.

ABERNATHY
.ASSIGNMENT

Assignment of Hez Abernathy,
acknowledged May 25, 1967,
from ABERNATHY to the CLOVIS
BANKS, filed in the YUCCA
CASE on June 27, 1967;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit E.

13

1569

_;3ERNATHY
DEED

Deed of Mining Claims dated
May 25, 1967, from ABERNATHY
to the CLOVIS BANKS, filed in
the YUCCA CASE on June 27,
1967; attached to ATLAS'
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION as
Exhibit D.

13

1568

ABERNATHY
CLOVIS BANKS

Agreement dated February 10,
1967 between the CLOVIS BANKS
and ABERNATHY, et al., which
is attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit F.

13

1570-73

Transcript of the Oral Deposition of Hez Abernathy; attached
as Exhibit B to the
STIPULATION DESIGNATING
RECORD.

19

24662643

The OPERATING AGREEMENT and
the SALES AGREEMENT.

13

1536-66

-~GREEMENT

ABERNATHY
DEPOSITION

~GKEEMENTS

iflDERSON

Anderson Development Corporation.
Assignment and Conveyance dated
December 29, 1960 from ANDERSON
to KERR-McGEE; attached to
ATLAS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTION as Exhibit Q.

APPENDIX I
I-1

N.A.
13

N.A.
1604-05

Abbreviation

Full Description or Name

ATLAS

Plaintiff and Respondent
Corporation.

ATLASMERSFELDER
STIPULATION

Stipulation and Joint Motion
of Atlas and Mersfelder,
filed October 8, 1982.

11)

l 21jl]- -

ATLAS'
RETRIAL
STATEMENT

Statement of Plaintiff Atlas
Corporation for the First Pretrial Conference, September
14, 1982, Relating to the Net
Profits Fractional Shares
Issues, the Construction
Issues and the Net Profits
Calculation Issues, filed
September 7, 1982.

10

1231-4

ATLAS' REPLY

Reply of Plaintiff Atlas Corporation to the Clovis Banks'
Response to Atlas' Motion for
Summary Judgment Against the
Clovis Banks; Response to the
Clovis Banks' Renewal of
Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment; Answering Statement
of Points and Authorities,
filed February 8, 1983.

14

1884-

ATLAS'
RESPONSE
TO CLOVIS
BANKS'
SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
MOTION

Response to Motion of
The Clovis National Bank and
The Citizens Bank of Clovis for
Partial Summary Judgment with
Respect to Construction Issues,
filed December 14, 1982.

11

1405-5:

ATLAS'
RESPONSE TO
INTERROGATORIES

Responses of Plaintiff Atlas
Corporation to Defendants
Clovis Banks' First Set of
Interrogatories and Request
for Production of Documents
Regarding the Net Prof its
Construction and Calculation
Issues Directed to Atlas
Corporation, filed
January 31, 1983.

14

Se cone

I-2

~tla~

'1. \.

~1 • ''

1916

oaqe
number'
l 716-1'

I

' I

;!SAS

l t-_

inn

,

''')

~ )

I

?ESP )NSE TO
)8jECTIONS
1

.~TLAS

I

RESPONSE TO
REQUEST FOR
~DMI

SS TON

AT'.,AS'
SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
010TION

MICIE
)R 3ARDON SHAFT

3.eWON

·. l

'O:iITION

Full Descriotion or Name

Record
Volume
Paoe(s)

At las' Resoonse to the Mot ion
of The Clo~is National Bank and
The Citizens Bank of Clovis to
Amend Findings of Fact or to
Make Additional Findings and
Motion to Amend Judgment,
filed April 18, 1983.

15

Atlas' Response to the Objection
of the Clovis Banks to Atlas'
Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law with
Respect to Atlas' Motion for
Summary Judgment Against the
Clovis Banks and to the
Proposed Judgment and Decree
Quieting Title in Atlas
Corporation Against the
Clovis Banks; Request for
Oral Argument; Notice of
Hearing, filed March 7, 1983.

15

19392059

Plaintiff Atlas Corporation's
Response to the First Request
for Admission of The Clovis
National Bank and The Citizens
Bank of Clovis Directed to
Plaintiff Atlas Corporation,
filed October 4, 1982.

10

1255-59

Motion of Plaintiff Atlas
Corporation for Summary Judgment Against the Clovis Banks;
Request for Oral Argument;
Notice of Hearing; and Statement of Points and Authorities,
filed January 28, 1983.

13

Second
page
numbered
2127-40

1470-

0ne
unnumbered
page
between
1715 and
1716

Defined on page 9 of this brief.

N.A.

N.A.

Defendant R. D. Boone.

N.A.

N.A.

Transcript of the Oral Deposition of R. D. Boone, filed
July 20, 1982.

I-3

9

11061224

Abbreviation

Full Descriotion or

BOONE
DEED

Deed dated Octoher 6, i_cisa
from '\ERR ILL and i\BER~J;~ 1.;v ' 0
BOONE and hi3 wife; 3tt3c~erl
to the CLOVIS BANKS' RESPONSE
TO ATLAS' SUMMARY MOTION
and/or CLOVIS BANKS' RENEWAL
OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION as
Exhibit C.

BOWEN ROYALTY

That royalty first reserved to
Harold E. Bowen and Neva ~.
Bowen in a deed dated
August 16, 1956, and in a
deed dated September 5, 1956.

N.A.

N.A.

CLIMAX

Climax Uranium Corporation.

N.A.

N.A.

CLIMAX
REPORT

Document entitled "Outline of
Property Examination" dated in
1968, found by ATLAS in files
received from CLIMAX and transmitted to counsel for the
CLOVIS BANKS by counsel for
ATLAS by letter dated
March 11, 1983; which document
and letter are attached to
CLOVIS BANKS' MOTION TO AMEND
as Exhibit "A".

CLOVIS BANKS

Defendants and Appellants The
Citizens Bank of Clovis and
The Clovis National Bank.

N.A.

N.A.

CLOVIS BANKS'
BRIEF

Brief of Appellants filed on
September 29, 1983 by the
CLOVIS BANKS in their appeal
in this case (No. 19239).

N.A.

N.A.

CLOVIS BANKS'
COUNTERCLAIM

Answer, Counterclaims and
Cross-Claims of the CLOVIS
BANKS, filed March 31, 1981.

1

48-100

CLOVIS BANKS'
MEMORANDUM

Memorandum of The Clovis
National Bank and The Citizens
Bank of Clovis in Support of
Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment Regarding the 40%
Net Profits Interesc
"Construction Issues" and
"Fractional Shares Issues,"
filed December 3, 1982.

11

1292-

I-4

~arne

Volume

15

P~0~ t ·:_

2124-

Fi

r st

page
numbec'
2127

140.J

Full Description or Name
Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment Regarding the 40% Net
Profits Interest "Construction
Issues" and "Fractional Shares
Issues," filed December 3,
1982 and supported by the
CLOVIS BANKS' MEMORANDUM.

__ :uc BANKS'

Record
Volume
Page(s)
Not in
Record

Not in
Record

Motion of The Clovis National
Bank and The Citizens Bank of
Clovis to Amend Findings of
Fact or to Make Additional
Findings and Motion to Amend
Judgment, filed April 11, 1983.

15

2119First
page
numbered
2127

:LOVIS BANKS'
lBJECTIONS

Objections of the Clovis Banks
to Atlas' Proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law
with Respect to Atlas' Motion
for Summary Judgment Against
the Clovis Banks and to
Atlas' Proposed Judgment and
Decree Quieting Title in
Atlas Corporation Against the
Clovis Banks, filed March 4,
1983.

14

1917-39

:c,ovrs BANKS'

Reply of the Clovis Banks to
Atlas' Response to the Motion
of The Clovis National Bank
and The Citizens Bank of
Clovis to Amend Findings of
Fact or to Make Additional
Findings and Motion to Amend
Judgment, filed April 22,
1983.

15

2141-46

:L011IS BANKS'
'P.SPONSE TO

Resoonse of The Clovis National
Bank and The Citizens Bank of
Clovis to Motion of Plaintiff
Atlas Corporation for Summary
Judgment Regarding the 40% Net
Profits Interest Construction
Issues and Renewal of Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment
of the Clovis Banks, filed
February 7, 1983 .

14

17741883

·~o"'ION

TO

.c,IE~lD

'SPLY

SUMMARY
;'JDGMENT
~OTION and/or
.. i'IIS BANKS'
'li'WAL OF

'TcAS'

. ,J'l
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~~C'l~

Abbreviation

Full Descriotion or

DAVISON
MEMO

Memorandum to File 34~-~llt•
of FOOTE, t'1e succ"SS•Jr ·-if'/·"\,
from R. P. Davison, rece l'J".J
by ATLAS from FOOTE, and
identified as Dixon
Deposition Exhibit 34 in t~e
DIXON DEPOSITION.

DEARTH
AFFIDAVIT

Affidavit of Albert E. Dearth;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit ~.

DEARTH
DEPOSITION

Transcript of the deposition
of A. E. Dearth taken on
December 8, 1981, filed June
1, 1983.

DECEMBER 19
LETTER

~a~e

-J

•7,--.1,J~~'J~

13

7

1025-"

Letter dated December 19, 1960
from KERR-McGEE to ABERNATHY,
MERRILL and MERSFELDER;
attached to ATLAS' SU:-.!MARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit R.

13

1606-:·

DECEMBER 27
LETTER

Letter dated December 27, 1960
from MERSFELDER to KERRMcGEE; attached to ATLAS'
SUMMARYJUDGMENT MOTION as
Exhibit S.

13

16 08

DECEMBER 14
TRANSCRIPT

Transcript of the hearing in
this case on Decembec 14, 1982,
filed June 24, 1983,
regarding:

17

2238-~·

(1) Atlas' Motion in Limine.
(2) Clovis Banks Motion to
Compe 1.
(3) Atlas Motion for
Protective Order.
(4) Clovis Banks Motion
Regarding Construction
and Fractional Shares
Issues.
(5) Clovis Banks Motion
Regarding Net Profits
Interests Deductions.
(6) Clovis Banks Motion for
Continuance.

I-6

I_

3

t:

i_ ,Jn

(7)

-1~:'J'JERY
~r:-I3IDN

nescriotion or Name

F~ll

Record
Volume
Page(s)

~otion of Plaintiff Atlas
Corporation for Order
Modifying the General
Pretrial Order to Vacate
Trial Setting and Set
Pretrial Conference
Concerning the Kerr-McGee
Royalty Issues.

Decision of the Court on the
Motion for Declaratory Judgment
Involving the April 18
Agreement and Operating
Agreement.

6

971-73

Affidavit of Carl Dixon and
attached map: all attached as
Exhibit 3 to Response of
Plaintiff Atlas Corporation
to The Clovis Banks' Motions
Regarding Deductibility of
Legal Fees, Interest
Expenses, and 150% of Certain
Costs, filed December 14,

12

1453-55

=!.<ON

Transcript of the Deposition of
Carl Dixon taken on January 18,
1983, filed May 31, 1983.

16

21602231

0
':BRUARY 8
'.'RA.'lSCRIPT

Transcript of the hearing in
this case February 8, 1983
regarding the Motion of
Plaintiff Atlas Corporation
for Summary Judgment Against
the Clovis Banks, filed
June 27, 1983.

18

:!.',JN

:CfIDAVIT

1982.

'cP'JS IT ION

~JOTE

Defendant Foote Mineral Company.
Quit Claim Deed dated January 26,
1976 from FOOTE to ATLAS; attached
to ATLAS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION
as Exhibit DD.

2368-

First
page
numbered
2405

N.A.
13

N.A.
One
unnumbered
page
between
1715 and
1716

I-7

Abbreviation

Full Descriotion or Name

FOOTE LEASE

Mining Lease and Suble3se
dated June 30, 1973 from POtYT'S
to ATLAS; attached to ATLAS'
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTTON as
Exhibit CC.

8-ecorcl
'J0c~me

1l

?'l'.J~'

l ,: :; I
l " '

GENERAL
PRETRIAL ORDER

Pretrial Order Setting
Discovery Cutoffs, Pretrial
Conferences and Trials with
Respect to the Major Issues
Which Remain to be Resolved
in this Action, entered
April 23, 1982.

HAYS-SPROULS
LETTER

Letter dated August 11, 1967
from J. R. Hays, Controller,
Minerals Division of KERRMcGEE and Darwin N. Sprouls,
CPA, to Seventh Judicial
District Judge F. w. Keller,
in the YUCCA CASE; a copy of
which was attached as
Appendix 10 at Exhibit E to
Motion for a Partial Summary
Judgment Regarding the Yucca
Interest, dated July 7, 1982,
filed in this case on July
13, 1982.

INTEREST
OWNERS

ABERNATHY, MERRILL
MERSFELDER.

JANUARY 3
LETTER

Letter dated January 3, 1961
from KERR-McGEE to MERSFELDER;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit T.

13

1609-l

JUNE 7 DEED

Mining Deed dated June 7, 1957
from MERRILL, ABERNATHY and
~ERSFELDER, and their wives,
to KERR-McGEE and MERCURY; a
copy of which is attached to
ATLAS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTION as Exhibit A.

13

15 3 2-?

KERR-McGEE

Defendant Kerr-McGee Corporation, formerly Kerr-McGee
Oil Industries, Inc.

I-8

and

8

N.A.

N.A.

1104-0'

N.A.

N ,.;,

Full )escription or Name

Record
Volume
Pagers)

Quitclaim Deed dated December 7,
1970 Erom KERR-McGEE to FOOTE;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JrJDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit
BB.

13

1670-72

KERR-McGEE's Answers to
Interrogatories of ABERNATHY
and MERRILL in the YUCCA CASE
filed January 11, 1967;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit U.

13

1611-15

Kerr-McGee Corporation's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion
for Declaratory Judgment,
filed March 15, 1982

6

960-70

.-1?F'IDAVIT

Affidavit of G. Larry Lahusen;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit I.

13

1581-83

"'.ARCH 8
"RAN SCRIP'!'

Transcript of the hearing in
this case on March 8, 1983,
filed July 28, 1983.

18

Second
page
numbered

9
:,E"'TER

Letter dated May 9, 1962 from
KERR-McGEE to Wm. Dean McDougald;
attached to CLOVIS BANKS'
RESPONSE TO ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION and/or CLOVIS
BANKS' RENEWAL OF SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit "H".

14

1882

:.\cDOUGALD
~EPOS IT ION

Transcript of the Deposition of
William McDougald taken on
February 10, 1981, filed
November 9, 1981.

4-5

382822

N.A.

N.A.

;~:-zR-:,\cGEE

Tf'E RROGATORY

~'S!/ERS

~ERP-'1cGEE

"\E:-IORANDUM

~AHUSE'l

'.\A"{

Mercury Uranium and Oil
Corporation.
"FW' 11RY

DEED

Mining Deed dated November 5,
1957 from MERCURY to ANDERSON;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit z.

2405-30

13

Four
unnumbered
pages
between
1637 and
1638.

Defendant Lee B. Merrill.
I-9

N.A.

N.A.

Recrird

Abbreviation

Full Descriotion or Name

MERSFELDER

Defendant Philio G. ~ersfelder,
a/k/a Phillip G: MersEelder.

'1. A.

MERSFELDER
DEPOSITION

Transcript of the oral deposition of Philip G. Mersfelder
on December 18, 1980, filed
May 28, 1981.

2

NET PROFITS
PRETRIAL ORDER

First Pretrial Order Regarding
the Net Profits Issues, entered
November 10, 1982.

NO. 10 HOLE
OR NMUC 5

Defined on page 7 of this
brief.

NOTICE OF
APPEAL

Notice of Appeal,
on May 24, 1983.

OPERATING
AGREEMENT

Operating Agreement dated
April 18, 1957 between KERRMcGEE, as Operator, MERCURY,
as NonOperator, and MERRILL,
ABERNATHY and MERSFELDER as
Interest Owners; attached to
ATLAS'· SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTION as Exhibit C.

OPTION TO
REACQUIRE

Described on page 12 of
th is brief.

ORDER DENYING
MOTION TO
AMEND

Order Denying the Motion of
The Clovis National Bank and
The Citizens Bank of Clovis
to Amend Findings of Fact or
to Make Additional Findings
and Motion to Amend Judgment,
entered May 16, 1983.

15

2151-

RULING ON
MOTION TO
AMEND

Ruling on Motion of Clovis Banks
to Amend Findings of Fact or to
Make Additional Findings of
Fact and Amend the Judgment,
entered April 25, 1983.

15

214 7-

RULING ON
OBJECTIONS

Ruling on Proposed Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Judgment on Plaintiff's
Summary Judgment Against
Clovis Banks entered
March 15, 1983.

15

207l ·

filed herein

I-10

~ 1 0~ Jm-~

10

N.A.

?3qp

'l ..

206340

1277->

N.A.

15

2156-'

13

15 4 6-,

N.A.

N.A.

• · irin

SEPTEMBER 16
:ETTER

Description or Name

Record
Volume
Page(s)

Agreement dated April 18, 1957
between MERRILL, ABERNATHY and
MERSFELDER, as Sellers, and
KERR-McGEE and MERCURY, as
Buyers; attached to ATLAS'
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION as
Exhibit B.

13

Letter dated September 16, 1960
from SHATTUCK DENN to KERRMcGEE; attached to ATLAS'
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION as
Exhibit 0.

13

1536-45

H
H

1601

~

1Z

Shattuck Denn Mining Corporation
and/or its wholly-owned
subsidiary, Shattuck Denn
Company.

N.A.

Quit-Claim Mining Deed dated
December 14, 1960 from SHATTUCK
DENN to KERR-McGEE and
ANDERSON; attached to ATLAS'
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION as
Exhibit P.

13

1602-03

SHATTUCK DENN
INTERROGATORY
ANSWERS

Answers to Interrogatories
Propounded to Shattuck Denn
Corporation by the Defendants
Hez Abernathy and Lee B.
Merrill in the YUCCA CASE,
filed January 26, 1967;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit v.

13

1616-20

SHATTUCK DENN

Mining Lease Agreement dated
May 5, 1958 between KERR-McGEE
and ANDERSON, as Lessors, and
SHATTUCK DENN, as Lessee;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit AA.

13

1638-69

Plaintiff's and Defendants,
Abernathy and Merrill's, Statement of Issues Remaining to be
Determined by the Court and
Statement of Philip G.
Mersfelder of Issues to be
Resolved in Trial and PreTrial, both filed in the YUCCA
CASE on May 12, 1967, and

13

1629-37

Sll~TTUCK

DENN

F~ll

SHATTUCK DENN
~EED

LEA SS

·~ rt::~lENTS

''3UES

OF

I-11

N.A.

I~
I

i""'I

Abbreviation

Full Description or Name
attached to ATLAS' SUMMAR'{
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit Y.

STIPULATION
DESIGNATING
RECORD

Stipulation Between PlaintiffRespondent Atlas Corporation and
Defendants-Appellants The
Clovis National Bank and The
Citizens Bank of Clovis
Regarding the Joint
Designation of the Record on
Appeal; and Order Concerning
Confidential Documents for
Purposes of the Clovis Banks'
Appeal, filed August 17,
1983.

SUBJECT
CLAIMS

Velvet and Royal Flush
unpatented lode mining claims,
situated in San Juan County,
Utah; more particularly described
in Finding of Fact No. 1 in
the SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

15

2080'
2111-13

SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law with Respect to Atlas'
Motion for Summary Judgment
Against the Clovis Banks; and
Judgment and Decree Quieting
Title in Atlas Corporation
Against the Clovis Banks,
entered April 1, 1983.

15

20752118

VCA

Vanadium Corporation of America.

N.A.

N.A.

VELVET MINE

Defined on p. 13 of this
brief.

N.A.

N •.I>..

YUCCA

Yucca Mining and Petroleum Co.,
the plaintiff in the YUCCA CASE.

N.A.

N.A.

YUCCA CASE

Civil Action No. 1939, brought
in the Seventh Judicial
District Court, San Juan
County, Utah, on July 12,
1960 by Yucca Mining and
Petroleum Co. against KERRMcGEE, MERRILL, ABERNATHY and
MERRILL, et a 1.

N.A.

N.A.

I-12

Full Description or Name

Record
Volume
Page(s)

Answer to Complaint and CrossCla im of Kerr~~cGee Oil
Industries, Inc., and CrossClaim of Hez Abernathy, Lee
B. Merrill, and Phillip G.
Mersfelder in the YUCCA CASE,
filed May 12, 1964; attached
to ATLAS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT
MOTION as Exhibit W.

13

1621-26

Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law entered September 30,
1968 in the YUCCA CASE;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as Exhibit N.

13

15951600

Y:JCCA CASE

Judgment and Decree entered in
the YUCCA CASE on September 30,
1968; attached to ATLAS'
SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION as
Exhibit X.

13

1627-28

cITTING-

Affidavit of Richard T. Zitting;
attached to ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION as
Exhibit L.

13

1588-91

Affidavit of Richard T. Zitting;
attached to CLOVIS BANKS'
RESPONSE TO ATLAS' SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTION and/or CLOVIS
BANKS' RENEWAL OF SUMMARY
JUDGMENT as Exhibit "A".

14

1856-58

: JCC.'\ CASE
Cf~IDI)IGS

:UDGMENT

~rLAS

ilFFIDAVIT
lITTING-

:LOVIS BANKS
'IFFIDAVIT
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